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0,1 Abstract

The 1967 outer space Treaty represents the first stage in
the development of an outer space regime. subsequently, the

establishment of such a regime has allowed the united states
and soviet union to engage in space activities without
compromising either national- security or national economic

interests. Àn examination of events surrounding and the

negotiations leading up to the 1967 outer space Treaty leads

this thesis to conclude that the 1967 outer space Treaty has

enabled states to formulate relevant military strategies and

civilian val-ues contributing to the accomprishment of

specific goals and objectives regarding outer space policy.
rt has arso shown that an important linkage exists between

international activities of states, international law,

scientific research and technological innovation to address

the reguirements of a novel political environment.

The principal question arising from this research is: how

has the deveropment of an outer space treaty influenced the

formulation of foreign policy objectives and in what ways?

Another critical question is one of validity" Can

international outer space treaties regarded as the

legitimater âs well as the actual, expression of a state's
intention to carry out a specific outer space policy?
Ànswers to these criticar guestions have resurted in an

argument which poses that the development of rocket derivery

stimulated Àmerican and Sovietsystems in particular,

111



dipromats to negotiate a murtilateral agreement regarding

state activities in outer space. An historical review of

the events and treaty negotiations has also shown that the

space capable superpowers had differences of opinion, as

well as areas of mutual agreement while outrining the rights
of states in space.

-IV-
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ChapÈer I

INTRODUCTION

An analysis of the foundational principles that
constitute the whole of the international treaty known as

THE 1967 TREÂ,TY ON PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE ACTIVITIES OF

STÀTES rN THE EXPLORÀTrON ÀND USE OF OUÎER SPACE, TNCLUDTNG

THE MOON AND OfHER CELESTIAL BODIES, reguires an evaluation
of the negotiations, and the policies instrumental in
formulating the treaty. The capabi I i ty to engage in
activities in the outer space environment has created a new

mixture of benefits and problems for both the United States

and the Soviet Union. One of the most practical issues yet

to be resolved is with the superpowers' ability to reach an

agreement regarding a definition of "outer space".r On the

other hand, minimal state intervent ion has forced an

expansion of international negotiations in all aspects of

outer space developments. Technological competition,

arising from the attempt to enhance state security and,

simultaneously, the ability to engage in space defense

manoeuvres around the globe, has created new strategic
concerns. Space science and technological innovation in

emerging space weapon systems encourage military activities

lColin Gray, Àmerican Militarv Space PoIicy: Information
Systems, Weapon Svstems and Àrms Control (Cambridge: Abt
Books, 1983), 81.

I
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in space. There is a growing body of literature which also

argues that the need for scientific research and rapid

technological innovation influences decisions to expand

national security strategies to include outer space

activities.2 Ànother aspect of space policy has been the

expanded prominence of scientists and engineers engaged in

determining the direction of domestic and international
policy.

In essence, the competition to dominate outer space

has exacerbated the differences arising between American and

Soviet international policies" By attempting to balance the

views of strategists concerned with defending the 'security
interests' of a state, and those concerned with establishing
laws to protect their 'national interests' Àmerican policy
toward the development of outer space resources had nearly
come to a complete halt.3 Only novr, nearly twenty-five years

1ater, have states become engaged in various forms of

i nternat i ona I econom]-c activities, such the

commercialization of rocket launches, the selling of remote

sensing data and new ventures in outer space exploration.
In all of these cases the need to define a state's right to
develop outer space either f.or economic purposes or security

2 Colin Gray, "Space is not a Sanctuaryr" Survival XXV, no.
5 (Sept /oct. 1983): 194-199.

3 Alton Frye, "U.S. Space PoIicy: Àn Example of political
Analysisr" Sy.stems Ànal-ysis and Policy Planning:
Applications in Defense, ed. E.S. Quade and W.I. Boucher
(¡lew York: Àmerican Elseivier Publishing Co. Inc. , 1 968 ) ,
312-317.



reasons has become a paramount question.a

Àn evaluation of superpov¡er negotiations and space

programs indicates that requests for more definitive laws

relating to outer space were initially predicated upon a

concern for reducing international- tensions" Through the

introduction of. agreements to ensure the peaceful

development of outer space resources and the right to engage

in exploratory space missions, negot iat ions focused on

restricting military activities to reduce the possibility of

a devastating nuclear space war. s While strategic space

doctríne as well as the direction of military activities in

space have naturally attempted to ensure that national
interests are proLected, there has been a continued

formulation of international and domestic commerciaL space

policies.6

One group which has risen to prominence in recent years
because of the need for a clearly formulated outer space
policy that identifies the real-istic differences incurred
by pursuing either national security goals or economic
interests is the Institute for Security and Cooperation in
Outer Space (iSCOS). ISCOS is based in washington, D.C.
and operates soIely on private funds raised throughout the
united States.

Ten international agreements and treaties of greatest
relevance to controlling the development of space vreapons
are: the Limited Test Ban Treaty (1963) ¡rticle I, the
Outer Space Treaty (1967 ) erticle IV, the International
Telecommunications ConvenLion, the Hot-Line Modernization
Agreement (1971), the Accident Measures Àgreement (1971),
the Prevention of Nuclear War Àgreement ( 1973) , the
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (1972), the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks I (1972) Article XII, the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks II (1979) erticles IX and XV, and the
Registration of Space Objects Launched into Outer Space
Convention (1975) ¡rticle IV.

White House Fact Sheet, The President's Space Policv and
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I ssues of sovereign rights, the province of aIl
mankind, and the rights of commercial users continue to be

obscured by the lack of clearly articul-ated treaty
principles. Unfortunately international legaI agreements

established by representatives of the superpovrers have often

been devoid of a precise definition concerning the meaning

of words and the art ic Ies which a f fect outer space

developments. Limited agreement over the meaning of terms

like weapons of mass destruction has severely restricted the

creation of a coherent arrns control agreement; liability
questions abound, and the issue of appropriating resources

from outer space is sti11 to be resolved.T

The 1967 Outer Space

to be a document of general

specifically outlined have

broad interpretation. 8 More

also begun to emerge as

municipal law as the need

Treaty is primarily considered

intention. Obligations not

therefore been left open for
recently, outer space law has

an extension of nat ional or

to devise regulations for the

CommerciaL Space Initiative to Beqin in the Next Centurv,
Februaryr 11r 1988.

See also M. Baldridge, "Space: The Next Business Sector,"
Aviation Week and Space Technoloqv June 1, 1987 , 111.

The Amer ican const i tut ion expl ic i tIy states that the
Senate must ratify aIl international agreements. In some
instances, such as in the case of the Moon Treaty, these
agreements have met with so much public opposition that
the f inal text has not been rat i f ied by Amer ican
Congressional policy-makers.

Questions such as who has the right to exploit lunar
mineral resources or the restriction of space debris are
representative of several issues lefÈ unresolved.



commerc ial exploitation of

important domestic issue. s

problems in outer space Iaw,

affecting the decisions of

of formulating international

5

outer space has become an

Before addressing contemporary

the various issues or factors

policy-makers during the process

agreements must be analyzed.

This thesis is premised upon the notion that a

comprehensive analysis of international outer space law and

outer space polit ics is presently necessary. Such an

analysis of outer space activities begins with the committee

in Un i ted Nat ions in which the i n i t ia] proposals for
international space treaties v¡ere introduced. 1o Negotiation

positions and bargaining techn iques ut i I ized by

representatives to the United Nations Committee on the

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COpUOS) has shown that state

representatives responsible for securing future arms control
agreements must be capable of accessing the probable

intentions and behaviour of other states engaged in space

activities.

s Nathan Goldman,
University Press,

1o rbid., 27"

American Space Law
1988), 119.

(Ames: I owa State



1"1 À DEFÏNÏTION OF OUTTER SPACE LAW

International jurists have proposed that space law

can provide the objective criteria necessary for securing

rights to the outer space environment. The logical basis

for this conclusion rests upon the fact that all state
activities in space are supported by multilateral treaties
or bilateral internaLional agreements and the memorandum of

understanding (¡¿OU's). International treaties then simply

acknowledge intentions to establish customs and rights to

guide behaviour. I 1 Outer spâce law can therefore be most

accurately defined as a combination of custonary behaviour

interacting wi.th the present insights of treaty-makers" It
follows that outer space law is in fact, a dynamic set of

rules, raLher than a series of static agreements. Insofar
as bilateral agreements and multilateral treaties themselves

may be said to have a relative life expectancy, these

treaties must be re-evaluated and re-negotiated over time.12

Outer Space lega1 principles are traditionally general

statements that attempt to support global humanistic

principles which in turn support a logic or spirit of global

cooperation. The traditionar notion of res conmunis al-so

referred to as the common heritage of mankind has been in

W. McDougal, H.D. Lasswel1, and I.À. VIasic,
Public Order in Space (Singhampton, N,y. :
University, Vail-Ballou Press, 1963) .

J. F. Triska, and R. M. Slusser, The Theory,
PoIicv of Soviet Treaties (Stanford, California:
University Press, 1962), 35-49.

Law and
Yale

Law and
Stan f ord

11

12



the past upheld to represent such a sentiment.l3

1"2 POLTTTCAL scIENcE ÀMD oTjTER sPAcE ACTTVITTES

Political scientists are best prepared

inte1lectually, to analyze the juxtaposition of priorities
such as international trade, with the need to ensure that
the national security interests remain intact. 1 4 Thus,

accordingly the roots of outer space politics can be

attributed to a combination of scientific, philosophical,

economic, juridical, and political priorities influencing
the evolution an international outer space regime. ÀS

Galloway simply states space policy must reflect a

comprehensive grasp of all the issues.

A1I space problems are multidisciplinary and in
order to make successful national and
international arrangements for their management it
is necessary to identify the disciplines involved
in a given case, the degree of influence exerted
by each element and the extent to which all
factors interact. l s

J"E.S. Fawcett, International Law and the Uses of
Outer-Space (nobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Oceana publishèrs, tsee)"

Eilene GaIloway, "Government in Action: The Role of
Political Science in Outer Space Activities, " Acta
Astronautica 13, no. 6/7 (1986). This method combines an
evaluation of known facts (ie. United Nations General
Assembly Resolutions, debates, and correspondence) with a
f i rm theoret ical and pract ical knowledge of pol icy
directives. Àn analysis of domestic policies and
international activities during the negotiations provides
a rather clear picture of the events. 467-472.

1 5 Ibid., 469.

IJ
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I
Statements made by representatives in the United

Nations and more specifically, the overal-l- political climate

surrounding the first agreements regarding space activities,
provide the necessary contextual bases for an enhanced

understanding of the i ssues and the documentat ion

establishing an outer space regime. Identifying channels of

communication and decision-making structures utilized the

United Nations to facilitate the 1967 Outer Space Treaty

negot iat ions and in doi ng so a formal and i nformal

bargaining process became apparent. 1 6 Negotiators stated

that their intentions were to facilitate the creation space

activity so that its affect on future superpower relations
would be to encourage greater peace between nations. The

formulation of treaty principles were equally the

responsiblity of the technical and legaI representatives

active in COPUOS and in the Conference on Disarmament

(Cn). r i Human attitudes, cultural traditions and scientific
policies therefore, play a key role in developing an outer

space regime.

1 6 Gerald Steinberg, Satellite Reconnaissance - The Role of
Informal Bg_fg.arn-rng (New York: Praeger Publishers,jJ-8-il- stelnberg produces an interestin! argument whicú
suggests that what the superpov¡ers mutually choose to
ignore is far more important than what they explicitly
recognize. In the case of reconnaissance each nation
recognized that an informal agreement to allow space
reconnaissance would reduce tensions much quicker than
any formal agreement to restrict such satellite
deployment. 1 02-1 03.

17 Àrms Control and Disarmament Division, Prevention of an
Àrms Race in Outer Space
Department of External Affairs, 1985).
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States primariLy responsible for creating the Outer

Space Treaty have exerted a form of technological hegemony

in the space envi ronment, American and Soviet

policy-makers, âs well as iniernational jurists, have been

responsible for establishing a mutual space policy which

gives priority Lo the notion of sovereignty and the

appropriation of outer space resources. Nongovernmen ta I
organízations attempting to reach outer space represents one

complex issue that required extensive political negotiations

over status of international organ ízaLions and private
corporations. Outer space policy is primarily the product

of a Government's reaction to domestic and international
concerns arising from the Cold War era. Thus, the Outer

Space Treaty evolved out of this era and has influenced

space defense policy, scientific exploration of spacer âs

well âs, the most recent commercial- space policy.

1 "3 ÀNALYZING THE NEG TIÀTIoNS

The following analysis specifically identifies the

process involved in the rational formulation of general

principles, and international laws governing the first
treaty on outer space activities. The primary area of

concern is with how international law affects relations
between states, as well as the initial formation of Àmerican

and Soviet policies on the use of outer space. The 1967

Outer Space Treaty has been selected as the central focus of
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this thesis because it is the first multi-naLional agreement

to deal with a broad range of state activities in space. It
is therefore regarded by a majority of states in the world

as the governing principles regarding the development of

international outer space law. Subsequent treaties
regarding outer space act ivit ies have rel ied on these

initial principles as an authoritative guide in formulating

new agreements concerning the rights of states to establish
a presence rn outer space. Whi 1e the superpov¡ers have

devised strategic space doctrines concerning the deployment

of weapon systems, surveillance satellites, and

reconnaÍssance equipment in outer space, other less capable

states have r+orked to ensure access to outer space at a

later date.

Àn analysis of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty and

international juridical opinions provides valuable insight
into understanding the present space strategies such as:

evolving commerc iaI space activities, strategic defense

initiatives and future exploratory missions. Evaluating the

linkages between international treaties and domestic

political decisions, combined with a review of technological

innovations provides a sound basis for an analysis of space

politics. On the other hand, a 'space race' mind set, the

desire to secure ' international prestige' and 'national
security' concerns are critical components of the new

internat ional outer space regime " 1 I

1 I Stephen D" Krasner, Êd. , "Structural Causes and Regime
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The process of formulating the principle articles and

how they appear on the text of the final agreement

encourages divergent juridical opinions in interpretation of

the principles. Àt the same time t cÊitical issues such as

the need to regulate the depJ.oyment of nuc l-ear weapons

systems in space influenced the final draft of the Outer

Space Treaty. 1 s

Àn analysis of political relations surrounding outer

space activity provides strategic space policy analysts and

policy-makers with numerous tooIs. First, it situates space

politics in an h'istorical context. Second, diplomatic

negotiations concerning the agreement successfully directed

the military toward a "peaceful" space strategy. Third,
states later developed commercial outer space policies with

international economic implications. Fourth, scientific
research and technological innovation began to have a

greater ef fect on internat ional relat ions. Finally

contemporary proposals concerning the introduction of

Consequences:
International
Press, 1983).

Regimes as Intervening Variables, "
Reqimes (lthaca, N.Y.: Cornell University

1s D. Goedhuis, "What Additional Àrms Control Measures
Related to Outer Space Could be Proposedr" ed. B. Jasani
Outer Space
(Cambridge: SIPRI , 1982) . Goedhuis, for example, has
argued Lhat efforts to include the issue of arms control
in space in the general discussion of principles,
particularly regarding complete demilitarization were
ineffective and even counterproductive. Complete
demilitarization of space v¡as never possible, and anlz
atternpt to reach such a stage simply delayed the effort
to achieve those Iimited arms control measures which are
considered feasible at present . 297-310.
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strategic

i ndust ry

domest ic

st rateg ic

concerns "

12

such as the space transportation system, the

defense initiative, and a new commercial space

have a common thread. Technological innovation and

priorities are responsible for determining

space doctriner ãs weII as international economic

20

20 United States Departrnent of
Industrv Àssessment (washi
Office, May 1988).

Commerce, Space Commerce an
ngton , Governrnent Pr int ing



Chapter II
THE EVOLUTION OF STRÅTEGIC SPACE DOCTRINE

Apart from significant differences in research

funding and spending priorities each superpovrer maintained

that their commitment to a peaceful space program varied

substantially. The expanded competition arising from a

conflicting ideology also encouraged both superpovrers to

develop a comprehensive strategic space doctrine as well as

a civilian space program for peaceful purposes.r

Before the Soviet Union successfully launched

'Sputnik' Àmerican policy-makers regarded the space program

as the purview of a smalJ- group of civilian scientists.
Military strategists on the other hand, concluded that outer

space was not readily accessible during possible conflict,
therefore it had lirnited utility according the Eisenhower

1 Hans Mark, Àmerica Plans for Space: ô Reader Based on the
National Defense Universitv Space Svmposium (Washington
D.C. : National Defense University Press, 1 986) . Professor
Mark argues that the notion of 'doctrine' is equally
important to a formulation of international laws for it
represents a part of the reality in which a1I military
forces operate " Military doctrines are
experlence, theoret icaL pr inc iples ,
capabilit ies, detailed understanding of morale and
motivational factors and, finally, guess work. Doctrines
are therefore, o€ither perfectly accurate representations
of reality, nor are they complete utopian fabrications.
Simp1y, doctrines are expected to provide an operational
context to guide political dec isions and strategies.
1 3-32 .

an amalgam of
technical

13
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adrninistration.2 Essentially, if access to al1 space (¡ottr

inner and outer), remained open reconnaissance data could be

more easily acquired and humans in surveillance aircraft
were an unnecessary, endeavour. s

2"1 SOVIET SPACE ACTIVITIES - ORIGINS

When the Soviet Union announced that it had

successfully launched a satellite into orbit on Àpril 18,

1957 the media extolled public concern that the Soviets were

ahead in space. American military experts were apparently

not as equally surprised as the public, but did little to

ally the fear that the Soviet Union might faunch an attack

on the United States.a Soviet successes in space were then

translated by the press as a fai lure in Amer ican

superiority. The result being a shock to the American

public and an immediate call for a massive increase in

budgetary allocation for an effective space research and

development program. s

2 Ín "Space is not a Sanctuary, " Gray suggests that
Eisenhower favoured an "open sky" policy toward space
because neither America or Lhe Soviet Union maintained
military leadership in space" S imi larIy mi I i tary
strategists have argued that most outer space functions
discussed could be performed more efficiently during
peacetime. 196-197.

3 The term ' inner space' has also been named 'orbital
spacet, or 'near space'. AII terms actually refer to an
area were a majority of military satellites are active,
usually 90-600 miles above the surface of the planet.

Rostow , 69-70 "

Walter McDougall , The Heavens and the Earth 't A Pol i t ical
History of the Space Àge, (Hew York, New York: Basic

4

5
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Soviet Scientists had developed theories of space

travel nearly 50 years previous to their successful launch.

Signs of straiegic concerns in the literature on Soviet

space exploration recognized that scientific and rnilitary
benefits existed as early as 1920" Konstantin Tsiolkovsky

was the first Soviet theoretician to discuss the need to

explore space and doing so the principles of rocket

propulsion dynamics were developed in '1883. By 1 903,

Tsiolkovsky publ-ished the mathematics of orbital mechanics

and designed a rocket powered by a combination of liquid
oxygen and liquid hydrogen.6 Acadernic literature on the need

to engage in outer space activities was first put forward by

the Russian pre-revolutionary scientific community" Soviet

academicians like, Korolev argued that outer space had to be

explored if humans were to learn about the origins of the

earth and about themselves.

Books Publishing, 1 986) , 1-65.
6 Frank, H. Winter, in Prelude to the Space Aqe: The Rocket

Societies, 1924-1940 has argued that in physical terms,
the Soviet effort to conquer space vlas characterized by a
number of interlinked stages, starting with a series of
launch attempts which began as early as 1932 that
culminated in a series of manned activities starting in
1957. The first flight of a Soviet rocket occurred on
Àpril 6,1936. A total of 9 R-06, 'Àviavnito' rockets were
built and tested between 1936 and 1938. By 1938, the
Soviets had designed 3 types of rockets; vringed military
rockets, sounding meteorological rockets and stratospheric
rockets. Between 1932-1941 more than '100 rocket engines
were actually designed before settling on a f inal
production mode1. 65-69.
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The Soviet Union never officially recognized a need

for separating civilian and military directives, arguing

that al-l activities conducted by its strategic rocket forces

and rocket research programs were to ensure peace. Àt the

same time Soviet scientists had previously engaged in

lengthy debates considering the destiny of humans throughout

the cosmos. When it came to development of space rocketry

and philosophical questions surrounding the exploration of

the universe, most Soviet sc ientists argued that space

science was a discipline unto itself that required an

enormous degree of state funded support. T

2.2 A,MERICAN STRATEGIC SPACE POLICY

Before 1957, a majority of Amerícans feared that

communism would threaten individual freedom and its
containment vras a necessity. The Korean conflict, the

threat of Soviet expansion in the developing world, the

hegemonic control over Eastern Europe, and the growing

strength of the Red Àrmy justified the development of a

reconnaissance program and surveillance satellites.8 Soviet

Nicholas Johnson, Soviet Militarv Strateoy in Space(London: Janes Publishing Co.) 1987. Johnson points out
that despite the historic first in space, and the Soviet
philosophic inquiry regarding spaceflight, the Soviet
space program lagged behind the U.S. for a decade. In
1960 the U.S. launched nearly 20 rockets compared to the
Soviet Union's 4. By 1962 the number of U.S. rocket
launchings increased to over 50, while the Soviets managed
only 20. Soviet rocket launches did not exceed those of
the U.S" until 1967, ten full years after the first
successful satellite launch. 17.

8 Rostor+, 21-67.
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representatives had made it clear as early as July 30 1955,

that they intended to launch a satellite into space during

the International Geophysical Year beginning July

Academician Leonid S" Sedov, chairman of the

1 1957.

ad hoc

Commission for Interplanetary Communications and other

Russian scientists reminded their Àmerican colleagues of

their intention by discussing recent high altitude
experiments r+ith animals at the First International
Conf erence on Rockets and Guided Mi ssi les in '1 956. s By

November 1956, the American intelligence services jointly

agreed that Soviet pronouncements were to be believed and

that a Soviet satellite could be launched within a year,lo

Though there was a continued concern for the military
implications, the space program remained largely civilian
because scientisLs and policy-makers saw no urgent reason to

alter existing programs or to contaminate their research

program by turning it into a purely military project. Only

a few sensed the emotions that would arise from observing

the successful- launch of a Soviet satel1ite. l 1 The Press

e WiIliam Burrows, Deep Btack: Space Espionaqe and National
Securitv, (New York: Random House, 1986). Even before
Russian scientists began to discuss their country's
intention to go into space, RAND had issued a study in
March 1954 co-sponsored by the CIÀ, code named Feedback.
The summary titled "Àn analysis of the Potential of an
Unconventional Reconnaissance Methodr" alone required two
volumes to explain that satellites could be extremely
effective for monitoring enemy territory and that the
Soviet Union vras actively researching this means " 94-95.

1o Rostowr T0.

'I I Ibid., Rostow argues that surprisingly, senior advisors
to President Eisenhower suggested that the launching of
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similarly did not pick up the debate surrounding the

development of outer space for military purposes until after
the President's State of the Union Address on January 10,

1957, when Eisenhower expressed Àmerica's willingness to
enter into any "rel-iabIe" agreement, which would "mutuaJ-Iy

control" the development of missiles or satellites in outer

space.l2 Once the Soviet satellite was successful-Iy launched

and the American press had fully exploited the sense of

public surprise by raising the issue of a missile 9ap, the

government issued a series of space directives. l 3

The critical military implications of orbital space

flight however, were self evident to security advisors in

the Eisenhower administration.la Àfter the first successful

Soviet launch, interagency military competition to be first
in space was put aside in favour of the most likeIy
immediate Àmerican space first. l s ÀIthough the actual

t2

13

the first Sputnik woul-d have little psychological or
political effect on the public. 71 

"

Editorial-, New York Times, January 10, 1957 , 12.

John Foster Du11es, ÐulIes Papers, (Firestone Library,
Princeton N. J.), Box 122. On 16 October 1957, John
Foster Dulles claimed that the impact of Sputnik vras
actually very useful because it created a unity of
purpose among the Àmerican public and dispelled a
"certain complacency" .

Rostow's memoirs are again enlightening, suggesting that
as early as 1956, the Initial Operations Capability (rOC)
to mount a nuclear ballistic nissile defense system was
being presented to NATO mititary planners. 74-85"

14

15 H. Kautzleben, in "Some Remarks on U. S. and Soviet
Strategies Concerning Manned Àctivities in Outer Spacer"
ed. B. Jasani, Outer Space À New Dimension of the Àrms
Race indicated that f inding a f irst by 1962 r.ras not that
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implementation of such a system þras some years in the

future, the initial proposal attempted to instill confidence

in the.American space program, while assuring the alliance
that any forthcoming rocket launches would not be a surprise

to strategic planners. Àlthough the initi.al IOC was tied
only to technological possibilities and limitations, the

proposal provided the necessary time for preparing solutions

to increasing national security concerns. Debate over the

actual necessity of introducing the IOC plans as a matter of

public interest arose much later once it became apparent

that it would dissuade any public panic.16

lnitially the Eisenhower Administration argued that

there was no immediate benefits from rushing to go into
space. President Eisenhower's priorities remained confined

to limited government involvement and local initiatives in

education, balanced budgets and free enterprise to develop

new economic ventures. The call for space exploration

however, increased political pressure until Congress began

appealing for initiatives that would put Àmerica back in the

"race" toward space. Eisenhower responded with a mixed

easy for Àmerican space planners. The initial era of
manned spacefIight, known as the "pioneer stage",
included eight Soviet space flights aboard Vostok 1-6
from Àpril 1961 to June 1963, and Voskhod 1 & 2 between
October 1964 and March 1965. In 1967 the Soyuz type
space ships began the missions which were to become the
preparatory stages for a permanently manned Earth
orbiting space station. 252.

1 6 General R. C. Richardson III, USÀF (net. ), "Technology
and Bureaucracy and Defense: The Prospect for the U. S.
High Frontier Programr" Journaf of SociaI Political and
Economic Studies 8, no. 3 (Fa11 1983): 296-297.
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itional American idealism

on the one hand, and on

War sense of reasoning to

Members of both the Senate and the House committees,

as well as the Defense Department began formulating the

first official space policy almost immediately after sputnik

sras reported. By November 21 1957, a Rocket Research PaneJ

(nnp) was established to develop a national mission to

explore outer space. l8 Within four days, Senator Lyndon B.

Johnson w i th the support of Congressman J . T^1. McCormac k ,

directed the Senate Defense Preparedness Investigating
Committee to initiate an investigation into the development

of Satellite and Missile Programs. In response to
Congressional activities on January 22 1 958, President

Eisenhower ordered the National Security Council to create a

comprehensive national strategy for space, tâking into
account existing concerns regarding Soviet leadership in

outer space. le The next day witnesses were called to the

'I I

l9

rbid. , 194-227.

The panel's 27 members consisted of policy-makers and key
rocket scientists, such as Werner Von Braun.

Burrows suggests that the resulting document NSC 5814/1
"Prel iminary U. S. Pol icy in Outer Space, " was not
completed until the summer of 1958 and that the major
conclusion of the report was that the distinction between
ballistic missiles and space boosters was technically
nebulous. The Soviet's had successfully gained
international prestige and if the U.S. r{¡as to follow it
would have to create two separate programs, one highly
publicized civilian effort and one highly secretive
military program. 1 04-1 05.
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Senate Committee to discuss the strategic implications of

outer space" During the entire process the question of

national security priorities and the peaceful development of

outer space remained at the center of debate. Àt the

conclusion of the committees hearings a statement vras issued

which proposed that; "the same forces, the same knowledge

and the same technology which are produc ing ball i st ic

missiles can also produce instruments of peace and universal

cooperation. " 2o

Immediately after the hearings a ner¡r investigative
committee was establ i shed February 6 , '1 958 " À Spec ial
Committee on Space and Astronautics was convened with a

mandate to examine all areas of space exploration,
appropriations for relations, armed services and commercial

government operations. Under the chairmanship of Senator

Lyndon B. Johnson the thi rteen-member Senate Spec ial
Committee, began to evaluate various economic implications
resulting from Àmerica's new venture into space.21 Congress

responded to the urgency of the situation on February 1 1

1958, by passing interirn laws whereby the United States

could begin research. The first step was an allocation $10

20 E. Galloway, "United States Congress and Outer Space,"
edited by F. C. Durant IIT, Between Sputnik and the
Shuttle: New Perspectives on American Àstronautics 3
GmeFIãan estronauticar soci.tv Hlstory seffi-l l.
Àccording to Eilene Galloway, a Congressional researcher
at the time, "the spearheading leadership" of Senator L.
B. Johnson in conducting these hearings led to the
immediate acceleration of Defense Department activity to
strengthen the U. S. position in space. 140-141.

21 rbid", 144-146.
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of Defense in supplemental funds

day, the President signed PubIic

Secretary of Defense to create a

Agency (aRPa) to immediately

space program. 2 2

Senate Bi 11 S-3609 was

call ing for central i zíng

i ssued at the same t ime ,

guidance and interagency

coordinat ion through the establ i shment of a Nat ional

Aeronautics and Space Àgency (¡¡eSe). In addition to

coordinating Àmerica's space efforts the Senate Bill also

provided for the creation of a National Aeronautics and

Space Council directly under the President" On March 5,

1 958 the President's Advisory Committee on Government

OrganizaLion issued a memorandum, proposing that a National

Àdvisory Committee for Aeronautics (NeCe) Ue established.

The new committee's mandate v¡as to act as a federal agency

responsible for the civilian space program.23 The President

had become ultimately responsible for setting the national

space security agenda and for overseeing the development of

a civilian space program.2a NÀCA would then be expected to

be responsible for carrying out the President's

22

¿ó

rbid., 141-142.

Kil1ian, James, Sputnik, Scientists and Eisenhower,
(cambridge: MIT Press, 1977), 280-287.

24 McDougall notes that Eisenhower's space policy aimed at
sufficiency, not universal superiority and that
essentially he did not willingly choose to go into space,
but was forced to adjust to an age of technological
competition with civilian and military space programs.
140.
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recommendations and f.or coordinating the implementation of a

comprehensive program to determine the direction of space

activities" The separation of responsibility for space

developments was brought about by the NÀSÀ Àct. Given the

mix of personnel, NACA would seek to establish effective
channels for cooperation between department of defense (OOO)

and NÀSA, personnel. 25 PoIicy-makers concluded that the

complex nature surrounding outer space activities reguired a

comprehensive outer space program which coul-d not be carried
out by only one agency that was subordinate to an existing
execut ive agency. 2 6

While the first significant statements of the NASÀ

directors focused on the natural instinctiveness of human

beings to go in search of the unknown, military strategists
continued to research the possibility of using outer space.

Simplyr r€search and development of space could more easily
justify an increase in budgetary allocation for peacefuJ-

purposes, rather than in support of military operations.

NÀSA's less well publicized duties were to act as a

coordinating body, between the various government

institutions concerned with outer space development "

PublicaIly, Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge Jr" stated that

negotiations between the Soviet Union and the United States

25 Galloway reasons that scientists and
policy-makers that development of the
space activities extended far beyond
of the military whose appropriations
on defense related activities. 147.

Galloway, Government in Action, 469.

engineers convinced
ful1 potential of

the legal authority
could only be spent

26
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both "research" and

"development activities" concerning the propulsion of

objects through outer space wourd be devoted excLusivery to
scientific and peaceful purposes.2T The American proposal

for the establishment of a technical committee also included

the need to address the issue of generar disarmament by

calring for a joint study of inspection systems designed to
ensure that the sending of objects into space would be

excl-usively for "peacef ul purposesrt.2s NÀsÀ had two roles in
outer space development " I ts f i rst , highly publ ic ized, task

was to engage in civilian space activities. The second,

less publicized task, was to coordinate the various military
programs undertaken to explore the potential securíty needs

of the United States.2s

on March 5 1958, À House of Representatives Serect

committee on Àstronautics and space Exploration $¡as

estabrished to study the complex issues surrounding space

legisIation.30 A House Committee on Science and Astronautics
v¡as established on JuIy 24 1958. Three days 1ater, the

House of Representatives issued Resolution 327 authorizing

27

28

UNGÀ of f Rec 11th Session, '1st Comm. 821st mgt.(e/c. 1/sn.821) (¡an 14,1957)

Eilene Gallowayr "lnternational Institutions
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Spacer" Ànna1s of
Space Law IX, (Montreal, P.Q. , McGill úñiversity
141 

"

41 -42

to Ens
Air

, 198

ure
and4r

2S Stephen Gorove, Studies in Space Law (¡tetherl_ands:
Sijthoff-Leyden, 1977) , 30-31 .

Galloway, "U.S. Congress and Outer Space", 146.30

À T^l



the cornmittee to include defense matters i
reports of the committee. 3 r

Ei senhower signed House

internat ional cooperat ion

guidelines outlining how to

were conspicuously absent. 3

in space activi
implement such

2

25

n the studies and

29Lh President

205 call ing for

t ies. Spec i f ic

a policy however,

Bill

On July

Section

By the faIl of 1959 there was still no clear

consensus on the direction of Àmerican space policy and the

Soviet move to control of the space environment was becoming

apparent" In an effort to open up a public channel for

debate regarding space activities, UNGA ResoLution 1472 XV

on December 12 '1 959, established the Committee on the

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space to investigate possible ways to

control potential conflict and rivalry in outer space.33 The

creation of an international committee to investigate
technical and 1ega1 issues surrounding the development of

3r Ibid. The committee continued to exist until February 4,
1977 when Resolution 4-95th Congress was signed to
abolish its duties. 148.

Ibid. President Eisenhower publically maintained that
large expenditures for a civilian space program were
unnecessâryr insisting that the Soviet Union's move into
space did not justify the cost of escalating the prestige
race publically. Privately however, he acquiesced
recognizing the necessity for military uses of space.
147 .

Àrms Control and Disarmament Àgency Documents on
Disarmament 1959, (washington, D.C., GPO, 1960). The
Committee consisted of 23 countries; Àlbania, Argentinia,
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada,
Czechoslovakia, France, Hungry, India, Ita1y, Japan,
Lebanon, Mexico, Poland, Rumania, Sweden, USSR, UAR, UK,
and the US. On 20 December 1961, the committee was
expanded to 28 adding Chad, Iran, Mongloia, Morocco,
Sierre Leone.

5t

óJ
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a clearly

ian space program" At the same time, Àmerican

recognized that outer space had finally become

nternational importance to nations not engaged

vities.

The Soviet space program had begun signal imminenL

strategic par i ty and a new c redibi Ii ty for Soviet

propagandar. especially among states emerging from a post

colonial world view by the early part of 1960. National

Security Council Memorandum 5918 (an official policy on

American outer space activities), was finally approved by

the President January 12 1 960 " NSC Memorandum 591 I
attempted to identify important scientific , c ivilian,
military and political implications of space technology.

The NSC document also ref lected r+hat vras to become the RÀND

corporation contention that space activities and their
effect on international perceptions enhanced international
prestige.to ny September 1960, in a public address at the

Marshall Space FIight Center, Eisenhower revealed that his

administration had officially adopted a space policy. A

civili.an space program was indeed necessary and Americans

would accomplish the goals of space exploration by relyíng

on the tradition of free enterprise rather than government

support " Sc ient i f ic research, technological innovat ion , and

national security concerns were the critical components of

the new space policy

34 McDougaIl, 205.

Any funding for the civil-ian space
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program however, would be left to the private sector. Às

for 'international prestige' , Eisenhower reluctantly granted

that there was a need to compete in outer space activities,
but steadfastly refused to commit national resources to any

long term space projects.3s

Throughout his tenure, Eisenhower's reluctance to

commit Àmerican tax dollars to a ful1 scafe public space

program was evident. I ronically, his farewell address

indicated that the tide was changing, asserting that

advances in scientific and technical innovation would alter
traditional perceptions between international relations,
domestic politics, and government intervention in economic

affairs. The military industrial complex was also rapidly
metamorphasi zinq beyond public control. 3 6

Senate Majority Leader, Lyndon B. Johnson attempted

restore Àmerican confidence, by calling for a committee

hear reasons why the Soviets had been so successful in

to

to

35 It is important to note that Eisenhower's indecisive
nature, contributed to the absence of any coherent long
term policy regarding the development of outer space.
McDougalI argues that from the beginning of the space age
Àmerican policy-makers have been unable to agree upon any
long term vision for space exploration, subsequently
outer space policy has received litt1e attention.
1 024-1 029 .

Stares, Paul Space Weapons and U. 9.. Strateqy - Oriqins
and Development, (London 6, Sydney: Croom Helm Publishers,
1 985) . PoIiticaI scientists continue to debate the
importance of the Eisenhower administralion's legacy
which included the creation of a substantial military and
civilian space program that would continue for
generations. 58 "

36
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being first into space.sT The Senate Committee reported that

the Soviet Union was well ahead in graduating scientists and

engineers, in missile development, in subrnarine production,

and in space science which contributed to their success in

conquering space. The Committee afso proposed that the

control of outer space introduced a new era of symbolism in

international poIitics.3s PoIiticaI scientists have

generally agreed that Lyndon B. Johnson was the individual
most responsible for setting forth the elements of an outer

space policy that would guide future American Presidents.3s

In the final analysis, however, Congress responded to the

space age by introducing scientists to the international
political arena. Their participation in developing a

domestic space program generated a response throughout the

scientific community, one which did not alter existing power

relationships, but nevertheless changed the direction of

international polit ics.

s7 Àlthough the hearings
of f ic ia1ly release a
early part of 1 960
Republican position of
Johnson's bid to head

began in 1957, Johnson did not
statement of conclusions until the
. The coinc idence between the
limited Government involvement and
the democratic ticket was all too

38

39

apparent.

Arms Control Disarmament Agency, Documents on Disarmament
1950, (washington, Goverñmenl' pmTfng of tice, -=igglf
141-146.

Gal1oway, 141-147.
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?.3 & NEW ERA FOR SPÄCE ACTTVTTTES

In the course of the 1960 campaign both Republican

candidate Nixon and Democratic candidate Kennedy emphasized

the importance of American prestige, promising to escarate

the cold war competition into space" Kennedy decrared that
the control of space would be decided in the next decade and

the struggle f or super i or i ty r+ould in turn af f ect the

control- of earth. a o The Kennedy Àdmin i strat ion dec ided that
is vras necessary to prove to other nations in copuos that
peace between the two competing space powers could be

attained and that an international treaty would be the

vehicre to insure such an outcome. secretary of Defense

McNamara, chief Àdministrator of NAsÀ James webb, and united
Nations Ambassador Goldberg, urged that a statement

regarding space activities be made public be forthcoming.

once it became apparent that the soviet union had their own

plans for a space law treaty, Dean Rusk immediately drafted
a president ial statement. 4 1

40 Ibid. One of the most knowledgeable advisors on space
activities, at the time, WaIt Rostow, proposed a
Presidential Initiative for a United Nations treaty
calling for laws pertaining to the use of outer space.
Rostow argued that in addition to securing specific
rights outlining the development of outer space, a draft
treaty would necessary for insuring that the United
States continue to maintain the "peaceful use of outer
space" ideals. 225.

41 Ibid., 415.
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The debate over civilian and non-civilian uses of

outer space was actually articulated most clearly by

political- analyst Dona1d Brennan, r¿ho summed up the United

States position by suggesting that few subjects are as

complicated and at the same time as speculative as the

future development of military systems in outer space.42 A

Cold War image of the Soviet Union as a technologically
menacing communist state contributed to increased national

security measures which in turn established a new realm of

operations requiring a strategic doctrine. The threat of

military competition escatating into outer space similarly
created a new community of strategic experts, closely
supported by engineers, physical scientists, academics and

military strategists. I n addit ion , the rise in

formulation oftechnologically complex issues instigated the

a new military space strategy.ag

42 Donald G. Brennan, Àrms Control in Outer Space Prospects
for Men and Society, (nnglewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice
HaI1 Inc, 1962). Brennan also attempted to comprehend
more than the uncertainties concerning the IikeIy
evolution of basic space technologyr such as rocket
boosters and guidance systems. Brennan's argument
proposed that even basic technological innovation that is
applied to future space syStems, depends criticatly on
political and military decisions not yet made. 123-49.

43 ibid., 211.
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2"4 U. N. I}qVOL\TEI{ÍENT TN OUTER SPACE ACTTVTTIES

À natural corollary to the development of space

exclusively for "peaceful purposes" was to propose that all
"non-peaceful" activities be strictly prohibited. Suestions

regarding the stationing of weapons of mass destruction in

outer space began to be introduced at numerous multi-lateral
forums by 1960. Àrms control proposals stressed the need

for internationaf verification of space activities in

general, but especially in the prohibition of ï¡eapons of

mass destruction in orbit.44

One of the first, and most succinct of proposals in

the United Nations to restrict the development of space

weapons was submitted to the Ten Nation Committee on

Disarmament by a group of Western democratic states on March

16, 1960. Neither the United States, nor the Soviet Union

found the proposal acceptable, nevertheless it did

successfully stimulate a great deal of debate" The Ptå,N FOR

GENERAI ÀND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT Ib{ A FREE AND PEACEFT'L

WORLD first caIled for the complete prohibition of weapons

of mass destruction and the immediate formation of an

internat ional control system to ver i fy thi s measure. 4 s I t
also proposed that nations fuIly disclose planned locaLions

of launching sites and the locations of rocket manufacturing

industries. a 6

44

45

Stares, 56.

ÀcÐA 1 960,
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The Soviet Union, tor its part, proposed a TREÀTY ON

GENER"AL AND COMPLETE DISARÌ{AffiNT on June 2, 1960"47 The

Treaty was a highly complex statement of prohibitions which

not only attempted to restrict military activities in space

but also sought to curtail all military activities in open

water. The most notable section of the proposal pertaining
to space activities stated that all rockets launched v¡ere to
be for peaceful purposes, in accordance wiLh mutually agreed

criteria and accompanied by agreed measures of verification
that included inspection of launching sites.ae On June 27,

1 960 the Amer ican PROGRAM FOR GENERA,L À,NÐ COMPLETE

DISARI¡ÍAMENT UNDER EFFECTI\TE INTERNATIONÀL CONTROL waS

introduced to the UNGÀ. The United States attempted to
build upon the Western states proposal by insisting that all
states be prohibited from placing in "orbiL or stationing in

outer space vehicles carrying vreapons capable of mass

destruction."4e In separate statements, Àme r i can

representatives reiterated the Kennedy Administration's
desire to control the development of space vleapons research

and deployment by attempting to negotiate a comprehensive

arms control agreement. Thereafter, in an address to the

Disarmament Commission on August 17, 1960 Ambassador Lodge

stated that a treaty was necessary to cont.rol the

4b Stares

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

ACDA 1

, 70-71.

1 07-1 09.

107-109.

960, 129.

47

48

49
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development of outer space. Department of State officials
made a s imi lar , but sI i ght ly more prec i se proposal on

September 9, 1960r câlIing for the recognition of outer

space as undeclared free territory. so Both propositions

indicated that if space weapons were not restricted, space

vehicles might be sent deep into space, or bombardment

satellites could forever be hovering above.

In a address to the United Nations General- Àssembly,

Pres ident E i senhov¡e r publically supported the

Admini strations concern for the peaceful development of

outer space, on September 22, 1960. The overall thrust of

the text could be understood by one short sentence:

Agreement on these proposals would enable future
generations to find peaceful and scientific
progress, not another fearful dimension to the
arms race, as they begin to explore the
universe. 5 1

The Soviet response to Àmbassador Goldberg's call for
disarmament negotiations, and President Eisenhower's

assertion of the need to control the future of outer space

took the form of a comprehensive treaty declaration to the

United Nations General Àssembly on September 23, 1950. The

decl-aration caIled for the complete acceptance of THE BASIC

PROVISIOT{S OF A TREATS ON GENERÀL AND COMPLETE DISARI4AMENT

that included a clause restricting the development of outer

space to states. s 2

rbid. , 222-223 
"

rbid" , 225-229.

50

5t
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2"5 REGA,TNTNG THE NEW HTGH GROI'ND

Wi thout def ining the meaning of terms such as

'peaceful purposes' and 'means of destruction', no agreement

courd easiry come to fruition" National- security advisors

argued for more cont rol- over terrestrial and

extraterrestrial activities to ensure the peaceful

development of outer space, and military strategists argued

that more knowredge of missile trajectories was reguired.
Space activities were therefore regarded by the majority of

strategists as fulfilling a necessary role, which, in turn,
was directly related to conventional force strategies.ss A

NÀsA program simirarly required a pragmatic rationare which

encouraged the advancement of a nev¡ technology. Thus, a1l

activities surrounding the exploration or defense of outer

space had to meet the approval of a wide variety of

interests.

The f i rst signi f icant mi I itary space project
attempted to introduce a space Detection and Tracking system

(speoers). The united states Air Force introduction of

SPÀDÀTS in July 1961 was prefaced by a doctrine that
recognized satellites in outer space as essential to the

national- security of the North Àmerican continent" That the

significance of this action was largely overlooked by an

52

53

rbid., 241-248"

At least by appea
regarding space act
conventional terrest

rance it seemed that any policy
ivity simply had to be supported by
rial strategy.
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overwhelming majority of nation-states, as well as by

political analysts, indicates that more attention v¡as paid

to the more easily perceptibie military activities on Earth,

rather than the implications of a real- 'terrestrial' arms

race in outer space.54

Although the dual character of the space projects vras

distorted as a resuLt of the fact that numerous military
missions were presented as being devoted to "peaceful
purposes", political representatives in the United Nations

continued to debate the need for international cooperation

in the peaceful uses of outer space. Ämbassador Stevenson's

statement to the United Nations Political and Security
Committee on December 4, 1961 gives some indication of the

Àmerican administration's position that outer space

activities were to be carried out only for peaceful

purposes. 5 s on Decembe r 20 ,1961 a ma jorit.y of non-nuclear

and non-space active states, as wel-1 as the superpowers

adopted United Nations General Assembly Resolution 1721

(XVi) in recognition of the need to extend the principles of

the United Nations Charter and the jurisdiction of

international law to Outer Space, the Moon and other

celest ial bodies. 5 6

54

55

Raymond Garthoff, "Banning the Bomb in
International Security 5 (3) (wlnter 1980-B

Àrms Control and Disarmament Àgency,
Disarmament 1961, (Washington, GPO, 1962).

Outer-Space r "
1 ) : 24-40.

Documents on

s 6 Ibid. The resolution, however, offered only a weak
structure protecting the v¡orId from the dangers of
military activities in outer space. SimilarIy, the
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Differences of opinion over the direction of space

activities also continued to surface among American

poI icy-makers. while new advisors in the Kennedy

administration emphasized the need to develop an

international "cooperative" space policy, officials from the

state Department, the Defense Department and the National

Security agency remained committed to the idea that peace

could only be assured through a position of strength. As

long as the Soviet Union, strive for the peaceful

development of space by utilizing military personnel and

equipment, a civilian space program was a redundant and a

costly public rel-ations manoeuvre that shourd be avoided"

Permitting the deproyment of miritary satellites which were

not in themselves vreapons systems, but observational

equipment would strengthen security and be more easily
understood by the Soviets and the Àmerican public.sT The

need to guard the right to use space for surveillance and

reconnaissance purposes was therefore largely dictated by a

mutual Àmerican and Soviet desire to approach military
activities in outer space cautiously. In order to reduce

ant ic ipated

reconna i ssance ,

international opposition to satellite
the Ei senhower admin i strat ion had

resolution failed to consider the military implications
of an arms race in outer space.

57 Stares suggests that the level of secrecy regarding space
activities was erevated by the Kennedy administration
because of concerns that any public space defense policy
might make Àmerica appear as projecting an aggressivã
image that would stimulate an escal-ation of Soviet
countermeasures. 55-56.
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increasingly emphasized that the Àmerican government

intended to use outer space for "peaceful" reasons. The

Kennedy administration, on the other hand, entered the arena

with the same ideals pub1ically, while privately preparing

to ignite the first official race into space.

2.6 EFFORTS TO SECURE INTERNA,TIONAL COOPERÂ,TION

The Soviet attempt at placing missiles in Cuba in
1962, and recognition of the global strategic benefits of

satellite technology, continued to weaken the illusion that

percent of all satellites launched into space vrere believed

to have a military application.ss In addition to providing

accurate information about enemy fortificationsr sâtel1ites
capabLe of real time photo reconnaissance, electro
reconna I ssance , ocean survei llance and early-warning
(nuclear explosion detection) increased the level

outer space was a 'zone of peace' .

relaxation of Cold War tensions,

À growÍng awareness

confrontation during 1962 se

debate between the two powers

and national security. s s On

'Rather that a gradual

by 1962 seventy-f ive

thetechnologicaÌ negotiations between United States and

Soviet Union.

of the dangers of nuclear

rved to increase the level of

over the i ssue of di sarrnament

27 l{arch, 1962 Secretary of

58 Stockholm International Peace Research
Report 1973, (Stockholm, Sweden: SIPRI,

ss Thomas Wolfe, The Global Strateqic

Institute AnnuaI
1974) , 60-101.

Perspective from
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expanded Eighteen Nation

r+ith a restatement of the

to have guidel ines regarding

encourage greater cooperationspace activities which would

in space exploration. 6o

The first direct confrontation over the placement of

strategic missiles also took place nearly at the same time.

As the Cuban Missile Crisis began to take shape between

October 14-28, 1962, it also became apparent through U2

recognaissance information that the Soviet Union did not

have the mititary capability as initially perceived.6 r The

importance of reaching an agreement on space activities
became most apparent when Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko

publically declared in an address to the Supreme Soviet on

April 24r 1962, that there was an urgent need to prevent the

testing of nuclear weapons in outer space.62

Moscow, ( Santa Mon ica ,
March 1973), 5-9.

CaIif : RÀND Publication P 4978,

Arms Control and Di sarmament Agency, Documents on
Disarmament 1962, (washington: GPO, 1963), 193-19[.-

Although the intent of the Soviet administration r,ras
never made clear Wolfe suggests that Khrushchev may have
been attempting to ease domestic institutional pressures
that had called for a closing of the missile gap since
the deployment of Minutemen and Polaris missiles.
Khrushchev's policy of detente the year before had also
failed therefore, leaving him Iittle room to manoeuvre
within his own bureaucracy. 8-10.

ÀCDA Documents on DisarmamenL 1962, 423.

60

61

62
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1962 other foreign powers in the

United Nations, such as United Àrab Republic began to
request that COPUOS members Iimit the possibility of

extending the arms race into outer space.6s Àlthough both

the superpowers recognized the need to agree to the

cessation of nuclear tests, neither nations could agree upon

mutually acceptable terms. The WesLern alliance attempted

to break the deadlock in negotiations with a British
proposal PRELIMINARY STttÐY OF PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH THE

ELIMINA,TION OF ROCKETS ÀS NUCLEÀ,R DELIVERY VEHICLES

submitted Àugust 1, 1962.64 The problem was not simply one

of verification, however, for neither the United States, nor

the Soviet Union, were prepared to forfeit the possible

military advantages of controlling space, or to agree to

allowing inspectors the opportunity to ensure that space

payloads would be for peaceful purposes only.

The first proposal to ban all nuclear vreapon tests in

outer space was the Anglo-Àmerican draft treaty to the ENDC

calling for THE BANNING OF NUCLEÀR WEAPON TESTS IN THE

À.TMOSPHERE, OUTER SPACE AND INDERI{ÀTER on Àugust 27, 1962.65

On September 1 0 , 1962, a comprehensive Soviet proposal to

outline the rights of states in space was submitted to

63

b4

rbid., 873.

ibid. The proposal identified the main problems
interconnected with the elimination of rockets
for use as nuclear delivery vehicles and those
for use in the peaceful exploration of outer
701-705.

rbid., 804-807.

as being
i ntended
i ntended

space,

65
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coPuos as a DRAFT ÐECLARÅTIoN oF rHE EAsrc pRrNcrpLEs

GOVERNTS{G THE ÂCTTVITTES OF STA,TES PERTÀINTBqG TO THE

EKPLOR.ETION AI{D USE OF OUTER SPACEO 6 6 ThC ÐRAFT CODE FOR

TNTERNASTONA,L COOPERÀrION IN THE PEACEFT'L USES OF OITPER

SPACE was proposed on September 14, 1962 by the United Arab

Republic (uen) calling for a general set of guidelines to
limit competition over space resources. 67 À united states
response to the soviet draft declaration issued December 3,

1962 by Representative Gore to the First committee of the

General Àssernbly of the united Nations THE PEACEFUL usEs oF

OUTER SPACE caIled for an international treaty that would

prevent states from putting nuclear weapons into outer

space.6e soviet Representative Morozov also addressed the

committee with a proposal for an immediate discussion of the

SOVIET DECLARATION OF THE PEACEFI,L USES OF OUTER SPACE on

the same day. t t Britain in turn subrnitted a DR.AFT

DECLARATION OF BASIC PRINCTPLES GOVERNING THE ACTIVTTIES OF

STATES PERTÃ,INING TO THE EXPLOR.&TION AND USE OF OTITER SPACE

on Decembet 4, 1962.7o The united states submission of its
ovrn draft declaration December B, 1962 gave the UniLed

Nations four declarations for consideration. T 1

66 rbid.,
67 rbid.,
68 rbid.,
6s Ibid.,
7o rbid.,
71 rbid.,

871-872.

87 3-87 4 .

1119-1124.

1125- 1 1 33.

1167-1178 
"

1178-1179.
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The COPUOS inguiry which arose from the declarations
focused on defining the legal implications of outer space

exploration and eventually UNGA Resolution '1802 (XVf f ) ,

International CooperaÈion in the PeacefuL Uses of Outer

Space on December 14, 1962.7 2 In essence the agreement

attempted to assert that international cooperation and not

competition for resources in outer space should guide space

exploration. It was also stated that a broadly worded

agreement call ing for the shar ing of all space would

encourage states to development space programs for peaceful

purposes. How to ensure that these goals were carried out

unfortunately was not an issue.73

2.7 THE STRUGGIE FOR INTERI{ATIONAL PRESTIGE

The race to space was fully underway by 1963, with

the United States launching almost sixty rockets, compared

to Lhirty by the Soviet Union.Ta Although there was still no

clearly defined relationship between civilian and military
space programs all involved in the space effort agreed that
Àmerica had to maintain the lead that had finally been

acquired. President Kennedy's advisors continued to argue

that international prestige v¡as being over-emphasized, while

others insisted that it was a natural extension of

72

73

rbid. , 1232-1236 
"

rbid", 1232"

United States Department of
ChaIlenqe (Washington: GPO, 1

Defense
987), 6.

The Sovi et Space
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superpoÌ¡¡er competition. Nevertheless civilian programs such

as Project Mercury "strengthened the popurar belief that man

in space is the most important aim of a non-military space

effort", and that any "crash program aimed at placing a man

into orbit at the earliest possible time could not be

justified so1e1y on scientific or technical grounds. "7 s

Though favourable publ ic opinion vras necessary for the

appropriation of rarge sums of taxpayer dotlars, president

Kennedy's political advisors urged the president to stop

advertising Project Mercury while the possibi lity of a

launch disaster remained great. Nationar security advisors,
continued to assert that the country claiming the high

ground of space, by climbing the farthest and fastest out of

earth's gravity with ful1 military capabilities, would

secure an obvious commanding military position. T 6 In

contrast to the military space argument the president's

advisors saw government space activities concentrated on

scientific and commercial- applications.TT

7 5 McÐougal1, 309"

7 6 I^ii11iam Durch, NaLionql rnterests and the Militarv use of
Spacç, ed. w. Durch, (Cambridge: Ballinger publistring C%
1984), 5.

77 PauI Stares, "Space and U.S. National Security", National
Interests and tire t"tilitag. Use of Space, ed. W.
DurcEf,camur iase : narñFpubEshïng ñ:í 984 i " one
prime example of combining commercial uses of satellites
with intelligence gathering were corona saterrites
launched August 10, 1960. These satellites could provide
electronic intelligence (errNt) or "ferret" saterrites to
complement photoreconnaissance missions, f ol 1 owed
thereafter by communication satellite programs in the
mid-1 960s. 44-50.
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Disarmament negotiations resumed after a breakdown in
talks in February 1963 with representations concerning the

cessation of nucrear weapons tests continuing to dominate

policy-maker's thoughts. American and soviet proposals to
the ENDC focused on the reduction of delivery vehicles,
fissionable materials production, the reduction of rnilitary
budgets, the destruction of bombers and the nonproliferation
of nuclear weapons. T I rn addition to a stabilization of

rerations, a washington-Moscor{ communication link had been

agreed upon in a ì{emorandum of understanding Between the

United States and the Soviet Union Regarding the

Establishment of a Direct Comm¡¡nications Link June 20,

1963 "7 
e Once the memorandum had been signed by Àugust 1 963,

policies to further strengthen the crisis management support

system between the two nations were introduced.

À Mexican proposal subrnitted to the ENDC June 21,

1963r câ]]ed for a treaty to prohibit the placing in orbit
and the stationing of nucrear weapons in outer space, was

unable to stimulate any debate on military space

activities.so However, both American and soviet proposars to
the ENDC five weeks before the signing of the TREATY BANNTNG

NUCLEAR WEAPON TESTS TN THE A,TMOSPHERE9 OUTER SPACE AND

ITNDERç{ATER on August 5, 1963, showed signs of continued

ACDA, Documents

rbid. , 236.

r bid. ,

on Disarmament 1963, 182-228.78

79

80
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concern for possible military developments of outer space.81

On 24 September, 1963 the first official COpUOS

report was ready for the United Nations General Assemb1y"s2

Of the six major recommendations, the calt for greater

international cooperation was the strongest, followed

closely by a call for greater scientific/technical
information" The report also suggested that al1 countries
should have access to communication system technology on a

non-discriminatory global basis. The committee also

approved arrangements for an international sounding rocket

launch facirity in Thumba, India. The fourth recommendation

invited cosPÀR to review the geographical distribution of

technicar information. Fifth, there was general recognition
of "the importance of the problem of preventing potentially
harmful interference with the peaceful uses of outer space."

Last1y, consensus was reached over the need to outline the

principles of outer space activities in the form of a

declaration. While agreement on the character of the

declaration '¿¡as reached, numerous delegates suggested that a

multirateral treaty wourd be more appropriate than a UNGA

resolution. I 3

81 rbid",
united Nati

C. Wilfred

ons Document

Jenks, 55-56.

82

83

A/5549 September 24,1963"
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Negotiations between both superpohTers over the

possibility of oullining A TREATY ON GENERAL ÃND COMPIETE

DTSARMAffiNT intensified during the month of september in an

effort to reduce the risk of war. Foreign Minister
Gromyko's address to the General Àssembly on septernber 19,

1 953, signalled a soviet desire to negotiate a significant
nucrear sreapons treaty that would incrude outer space.sa The

next day, President Kennedy stated that the American

administration was also open to incruding the development of

outer space in negotiations.ss On October 17, 1963 General

Àssembly Resorution 1884 (xvrrr) The stationing of E{eapons

of D,Íass DestrucÈion in Outer Space unan imously passed ,

declaring the stationing of weapons of mass destruction in
outer space to be a violation of the united Nations charter
and I nternat ional Law. I 6

The assassination of President Kennedy on November

23, 1963 did not cause any breakdown in ta]ks, and in some

ways actually facilitated the United States response. Às

President , Johnson's interest in the development of a

naLionar outer space policy since 1958 became an immediate

asset" Arthough the name cape canaveral was changed to the

Kennedy Space Center, mission control v¡as moved to the

84

85

ÀCDÀ, Documents on Disarmament 1963, 509.

ibid. The Àmerican position was not official
to the General Àssembly until October 16,
Ambassador Stevenson issued a statement
renewed talks to ensure that nuclear weapons
placed in outer space. 525-535.

rbid, 538.

Iy presented
1963, when

calling for
would not be

86
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Houston Space Centet.87 A,s far as policy pronouncements were

concerned, President Johnson wasted 1ittle time, arguing

that there was only one way to prevent the communist

domination of outer space, not through greater cooperation,

but by increasing the level- of competition"ss

On November 27, 1963 an additional report by COPUOS

was made to the General Àssemb1y. The text of the report
set out the principres that rater constituted the basis for
the first international treaty on outer space.ss TaIks on

the cessation of deploying nuclear weapons in outer space

were expanded to include the denuclearization of Latin
Àmerica and Àfrica. soviet Representative Fedorenko and

united states Representative Stevenson addressed the First
Committee of the General Assembly on December 2, 1963

calling for the "peacefu1 uses of outer space". s0 Both

parties expressed the bei.ief that principles for the

peaceful uses of outer space had to be more clearly defined.

Eleven days later, on December 1 3, 1 963 General

Àssembly Resolution 1962(xvrrr), À DECLARATToN oF LEGAL

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING fHE ÀCTIVITIES OF STATES IN THE

EXPLORÀTION ÀMÐ USE OF OUTER SPÀCE was introduced and

The center later
Space Center.

rbid., 622"

rbid. , 624-626.

rbid. , 630-643 
"

came Lo be officially named as Johnson87

88

89

90

See also UN Document A/5549 Àddition.
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By íntroduc ing another generally

worded series of principles to govern activities in outer

space neither superpowers opposed the final- resolution. In

very general terms the resolution ceclared that outer space

would be free for expl-oration by all states, and that no

claims of national sovereignty would be recognízed. Since

the resolution did not clearly define the rneaning of any of

principles in detail and because neither space active state
v¡as certain who would be f irst to claim any space resources

the agreement passed all opposition. space activities v¡ere

to be carried on with the intention of benefitting all-

mankind, consistent with the united Nations charter and

rnternational Law. states were to bear responsibility for
all activities carried out by either governmental or

non-governmental organizations. The principres of mutual

assistance and cooperation vrere also recognized and aIl
activities would proceed only with the "appropriate
international consultations." spacecraft wourd remain under

the jurisdiction of the launching state, with the latter
accepting liability for any damage caused to foreign
property by acc idents. s 2

Àlthough the resoLution signalled a breakthrough in

the evolution of international space Iaw, it remained for
the most part, a statement of intent which had no real means

of enforcement. The role of coPuos however, as a formative

rbid., 644.

rbid", 644-645"

9l

92



juridical body had been realized. It was

progress on issues of interstate relations
by consensus and foresiqht. The resoluti
that it vras important to identify what

activity in outer space !¡as acceptable,

development of space could occur.

48

now evident that

could be achieved

on had recognized

type of military
i f the peaceful

National security concerns in an era of superpower

tension continued to pursue a policy of 'peace through

superior force'. While the military agreed in principle to
preventing the escalation of an arms race in near space, tvas

apparent that no attempt would be made to also prohibit the

placement of nuclear weapons in outer space. Àn

internationar treaty l¡as thereforer âD essential first step

in estabrishing the initial guidelines necessary to identify
realistic globa1 concerns regarding the new reality.s3 The

draft international agreement outlining general rights and

prohibitions also sought to address the practical problem of

understanding to what degree states could be liable for
damage caused by objects launched into outer space.

Astronauts from all nations were also to be recognized as

envoys of mankind and subsequentry entitred to alr possibre

assistance in the event of a space vehicle mishap" Though

no specifíc repayment schedules were outlined it v¡as

s3 Jenks asserted that the U.N. resolution was instrumental
in calling for greater consideration of an international
agreement that incorporated the space activities of aI1
states. By requesting a study of legal problems and by
insisting upon a unanimous agreement on an international
treaty the first round of negotiations had actually
begun . 62-63.
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believed that the overall intent of such an agreement was to

ensure that regardless of the area of touchdown, the

spacecraft would be returned to the launching state.ea By

insuring that their technology and spacecraft personnel were

protected both Àmerícan and the Soviet negotiators found it
possible to reach a mutual basis for agreeing upon an

internat ional treaty "

One of the first official tasks of the new incumbent

President v¡as the appointment of a cornmittee to study the

economic conseguences of di sarmament . s 5 Pres ident Johnson' s

next concern was to assure America's allies that, like the

Presidents before him, his commitment to a continuation of a

policy dedicated to furthering mankind's interest in outer

space exploration v¡as consistent with that of previous

Presidents. Àmerica's desire to ban the deployment of

nuclear $¡eapons in outer space remained on the agenda r âs

did the establishment of principles for an international
outer space treaty. À program to encourage increased

scientific research in globaI communications systems and in
weather forecasting also remained on the President's

agenda.e6 with the introduction of two major United Nations

rbid., 63-66.

ÀCDÀ, Dgcuments on Disarmament 1963, 649.

Ibid. One critical omission in the President's address
to Àmerica's al1ies on Decernber 17, 1963 was a statemenl
of continued commitment to the development of outer space
for "peacefu1 purposes on1y". After three years of
increased tension between the superpor.¡ers, such an
omission in all probability signalled to the Soviet Union
that any potential for detente was at risk with the

94

95

96
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Resolutions in 1963, the focus on outer space relations had

obviously shifted to more intense discussions concerning

measures for slowing down the armaments race and a

relaxation of international tensions.

Àmerican business interests, as well as the Soviet

pol icy-makers around thi s t ime of momentous change ,

requested a slowing dor+n of negotiations in order to

comprehend the implications of the proposed governmental

reductions in military spending. Not only was the speed of.

negotiations a factor in slowing the Soviet response, but

First Secretary Khrushchev's existing authority was being

challenged within Politburo circLes.sT with the belief that
cl-osure of the perceived missile gap would not adversely

affect the Àmerican economy, as originally feared by

business, the military increased the pressure to stay in the

missile game by acquiring newer technologically efficient
missiles. By the beginning of 1 965 the race for

ICBMs to nearlysuperiority in space increased production

a thousand rockets. s I

derni se of President Kennedy " 646 "

e7 Thomas WoIfe, in Soviet Strateqic power, suggests that
Khruchchev's reluctance to sanction an all out effort to
match Àmerican strategic policy J-ikeIy lead to his
removal from office. Thus, the 'never again' syndrome
created by the Cuban affair may have been the catalyst
facilitating Khrushchev's removal, but the massive
emphasis on Soviet superiority at a premature stage
certainly sealed his future. 8-10.

s8 Ibid., 10"

,

of
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?,& CHAT{GIÌ{G THE ÐIRECTTO¡{ OF SPACE RELATTO¡{S

The unwillingness of both nations to advance beyond

the proposal stage of negotiations became increasingly
evident in the latter part of 1964 and early 1965. American

actions in vietnam became a major concern of soviet
Representatives at every united Nations debate, while soviet
domination of the German Democratic Republic continued to be

central in the statements made by Americans. Ami dst

mounting tension, Ambassador Stevenson's and Soviet

Representative Federenko's statements to the Disarmament

commission on Aprir 26, 1965 refrected the erosion of

American-soviet rel-ations.es In responding to soviet
allegations that the united states was not interested ín

real disarmament, stevenson stated that his country courd

not accept the Soviet initiated U.N. resolutions, Iargely
because they severel-y restricted the development of a strong

defense force in Western Europe. 1 oo The strategic
competition for the ability to control space had secretry
begun rong before official pronouncements recognized its
existence. officiar statements in the united Nations sirnply

sought to inform other nations that both the soviets and the

es ÀCDA, Documents
1966) , 37-59.

on Disarmament 1 965, (washington: GpO,

loo rbid. Ambassador stevenson's omission of any statement
regarding Resolution 1802 and Resolution 1721, while
serectively including Resolution 1884, clearly indicated
that the United States had in fact shifted it's policy
on disarmament, from increased cooperation to a more
aggressive competitive stance regarding superpower
accommodation. 37-41.
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Americans were ready and abl-e to either go into space, or to
build rcBMrs, and that the strategy would be determined in
the near future"

within two days, a revised sovrEr DR"å,FT TREATY o¡{

GENERAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT T'NDER STRTCT TNTEru{å,TIONAL

coNTRoL on Àprir 28, 1965 was issued calling for a graoual

reduction of all nuclear and military forces. The treaty
showed that the soviets vrere not only wirring to make

significant proposars to reduce the threat posed by miritary
competition, but that they regarded space as being integrar
with their existing defense strategy. 1 o 1 The draft treaty
revealed that the soviets would make compromises on the

verification issue, if the united states was willing to
agree to limit the development of outer space to "peaceful"
activilies. å, T,NITED STATES OUTLINE OF BÀsIc PRovIsIoNs oF

A TREÀ,TY ON GENER.AL ANÐ COMPLETE DISARMAMENT IN A PEACEFT'L

WORLD¡ wâs issued on ApriI 29, 1965. It similarly attempted

to assure Soviet negotiators that the Johnson administration
was prepared to establish a Treaty on Disarmament which

included the prohibition of weapons

orbit. 1 o 2 The American draft also

of mass destruction in

went a step beyond the

only for pre-launchSoviet proposal, caIl ing not

1o1 ibid. The draft treaty first called for the elimination
of all nuclear r^¡eapons, and a ban on alr rocket devices
for the delivery of these vreapons. In addition, those
areas designated for "peaceful rocket launchings" shourd
be supervised by members of the International
Disarmament organization, in order to act as safeguards
for the peaceful exploration of outer space. 77-80.

1o2 rbid., 111-119.
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inspections, but also for the noiification of launchings,

and the acceptance of limitations on the testing of boosters

for space vehicles.

"fnternational co-operation in the peaceful uses of

outer space" became a necessary signal of intent, while in
reality no agreement to reduce mititary activites would

expricitly rure out the possibility of conducting miritary
'experiments' in outer space. The call for a reduction of

satelrite launchings for military reconnaissance and

communication purposes was also never forthcoming. By

introducing an agreement not to place in orbit weapons oi
mass destruction, soviet and Àmerican negotiators agreed to
ÀN EXTENSION OF THE AR¡IIS CONTROL AND DTSARMAMENT ACT on May

27, 1955. tos

Representatives of the corporate, defense and

diplomatic sectors were favorably disposed toward seeking

new dimensions in arms control and disarmament, as long as

it was not at the expense of technologicar advancement.

President Johnson received the first report by the committee

on the Economic rmpact of Defense and Disarmament on July
30, 1965.1o4 rn arr liketihood final cost of the Aporlo Moon

rbid. , 207-209.

Ibid. The report concluded that corporations adversely
affected by reduced expenditures in the procurement of
strategic retariatory weapons such as rcBMs and polaris
submarines, could offset any reduced income by
increasing their support of the space program. NASA
activities vrere unfortunately not addressed. presumably
civilian research programs had not yet been defined and
the intention was to carry on with military research.

o3

o4
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Launch was not finalized, buL initiat estimates were already

on the President's desk. with an election year near, the

report urged that greater utilization be made of the

'systems' capabilities in the defense industry to resoLve

infrastructurar problems such as transportation, porlution,
housing and heaLth. simurtaneously, the report noted that
california's efforts to stimulate aerospace activities
should be commended. 1 o s

2"9 THE CHILLING OF SPÀCE COOPERå,TION

ThC UNitCd SIATES DRA,FT TREATY TO PRETI'ENT THE SPREÀI)

oF NUCLEA'R WEAPONS ÀugusL 17'1965, was haired by the Johnson

Administration as the fi.rst great step toward containing the

spread of nuclear weapons. 1 o 6 The proposal, however,

received a less than enthusiastic response from lesser
developed countries such as India and china, which were

rapidry expanding their knowledge of nucrear technology.

Àmidst accusations of superpower imperiarism, soviet
Representative Tsarapkin on septembet 9, 1965 a another

soviet proposar carling for an end to the arms race.

Tsarapkin also stated that no immediate response to the

united states proposal wourd be forthcoming untir no further
nuclear weapon tesLing occurred. 1 o7

lo5

106

107

290-293.

rbid. , 290-293.

rbid., 347.

rbid., 403-405.
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Accusations and proposals continued to be exchanged

between both superpowers. On September 14, 1965 ACDA

Director Foster stated that as long as the verif ication
i ssue courd not be resolved, agreernent over nuc lear v¡eapon

testing would remain irlusive. 1 0 I General concern for the

non-proriferation of nucLear weapons continued to dominate

superpower rel-ations. soviet representat ives i ssued two

proposals one on September 24, 1 965, 1 o e and another on

october 27 , 1 965. 1 1 0 The united states issued a counter
proposal on October 26, 1965.11t 8y year end no less than

six united Nation General Assembly Resolutions regarding

various concerns surrounding the development

weapons were introduc*6. 1 1 2

of nuclear

2032, 2033,
iations into
ited Nations

continuing
and Soviet

Middle East,
i nc rea s i ngly

The crash of a United States bomber off the Spanish

coast r+hile transporting nuclear weapons, brought on an

intensification of efforts by aLl states to seek a

resorution to the issue of nucLear weapon proliferation.
Amidst accusations of American recklessnessr oD March 3,

108

109

rbid. , 418-423.

ibid., 436

Ibid", 499,

r bid " , 500-502 .

Ibid., These were resolutions 2028, 2031,
2078, and 2092. By breaking down the negot
areas of clear agreement/ðísagreement the Un
committees, became a platform for
negotiations, at a time when both American
military activities throughout Asia, the
Àfrica, and Latin America were becoming
confrontational. 617-623.

110

111

112
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1966, soviet Representative Tsarapkin declared that the

deployment of nuclear weapons must cease. 1 1 3 Soviet

Representative Roshchin repeated the decLaration on Àpril 5,

1966.1 1 4 On May 7 , 1966 the white House released a

Presi.dental statement concerning "The Exproration of the

Moon and Other Celestial Bodiêsr" outlining the

administration's intention to insure that any exproration of

the moon and other celestial bodies would be for "peaceful
purposes onlytt. 1 1 5 Details of the ApoIIo programme had

finally been worked out. It was evident that the Johnson

administration supported a civirian effort, not because of

its scientific appeal, but because such an imperative to go

to the moon was prefaced by a de-emphasis on technology for
defense purposes. At the same time, the president broadly

outrined each of the articles of a future space treaty with
Moscow. Johnson's emphasis on scientific exploration and

the notable lack of any crearly defined military intention
in outer space signalled a slight change in administrative
policy toward outer space. Serious political conflicts
arÍsing over yet undefined areas in outer space could be

averted, and in doing so Àmerican technological strength
could insure rich returns. I 1 6

1 1 3 AcDÀ,
1967 ) ,

114 rbid. ,

11s rbid.,
1f 6 lbid.,

Documents on Disarmament
84. 

-199 
"

275.

27 6-27 I .

1966, (Washington : cpo,
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2.10 THE CAIL FOR A}E OUTER SPACE TREÀTS

Àmbassador Goldberg's letter to the Chairman of the

united Nations committee on the Peaceful uses of outer space

on May 9, 1966 was obviously intended to further strengthen

President Johnson's earl-ier remarks. 1 17 Goldberg outlined
President Johnson's past experience as the Senate Majority
Leader and pointed out that the President had been

responsible for introducing the first draft resolution to

appear on the General Assembly's agenda concerning the

peaceful uses of outer space. The American belief in the

esàential legaI principles applicable to outer space vras

reiterated by Àmbassador Goldberg, as well as the principles
regarding the i ssue of sovereignty and national
appropr iat i on of reSources. Despite prevl ous

u.N.commitments such as Resolution 1721 (xvt ) from December

20, 1961 and Resolution 1962 (XVfrr) from December 13, 19G3

setting forth additionar points essentiar for the continued

future advances of outer space exploration no guarantee

could be i ssued. Goldberg' s content ion r.ras that neither
resolution provided the assurances necessary for insuring
the maintenance of the agreed principles. Co-operat i ve

development of outer space for peaceful purposes therefore,
required that all space-faring and nonspace-faring states

needed to move toward the signing of an Outer Space Treaty.

t17 rbid., 276.
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ACDÀ Director Foster's address to the ENDC on May 10,

1966 regarding the non-proriferation of nuclear weapons

cal1ed the Presidential statement a 'major arms control
initiative' 1 1 I rhe Treaty sought to ensure that the

exploration of outer space wourd be for "peaceful purposes

on]-y" and that "weapons of mass destruction would not be

permitted on any celestial body". "weapon tests or miritary
manoeuvres woul_d also not be permitted.,, 1 1s

Àlthough the Soviets had suffered significant
setbacks in their manned program, their unmanned missions

continued to enjoy considerable success. soviet Foreign

Minister Gromyko's letter to u.N. secretary-General Thant

CONCLUSION OF AN INTERNå,TIONAL ÀGREE${ENT ON LEGAL PRINCIPLES

GO\TERNING THE ÀCTIVITIES OF STÀTES IN THE EXPLORÀTION ÀND

coNQuEsr oF THE MooN Al{D orHER cELEsrrAL BoDrEs on May 30,

1966 called for immediate action. l2o For the first time in
history, a soviet satelrite "Luna-9" made a soft landing on

the moon, as we11, the further success of "Luna-1 0"

convincingry demonstrated the real possibirity of space

1r8 rbid., 296-291.
I 1 s rbid. rn his concluding remarks, Director Foster alsoindicated that President Johnson wanted to initiate

negotiations for a non-proliferation treaty
incorporating. an Outer Space Treaty as a major step
toward outrining the guiderines for the develõpment oi
outer space. 291.

1 20 Ibid. À proposal for an international agreement
regarding the rights of states concerniñg the
exploration of the moon and other cerestial bodies was
most likery growing evidence of soviet concern over
America winning the space race. 326.
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exploration and served to reinforce the soviet position that
rures of international law would have to be formurated

before further exploration took p1ace.121

The attempt to restrict mititary instarrations and

the placement of weapons of mass destruction in orbit sought

to ensure peace in outer space" The 1967 Outer Space

Treaty, however, did not guarantee the prohibition of
mititary activities on cerestial bodies, nor did it herp to
promote international co-operation between nations. The

signing of a treaty outrining outer space activities,
however, would work toward a relaxation of international
tension by fostering mutual understanding and the

strengthening of friendly relations among states. r22

Draft treaties for governing the exproration and use

of outer space, were again submitted both by the united
States and the Soviet Union on June 16, 1966.123 Àlthough a

s ign i f icant port i on of the draft proposals focused on

restricting military activities, negotiations regarding the

principles in the outer space Treaty were conducted under

1 21 Congress, Senate, Committee on Commerce, Science andTransportation. soviet space proarams 198'1-1987, 10oth
Cong. , 2nd sess. (wastrlngtõñ-: cpo,-Eee )- ,-T1FE '

122 ÀcDA, Documents on Disarmament 1966, As Foreign Minister
Gromyko had concluded in his letter to secretary-General
Thant, the Soviet international agreement baied uponfour main principres did not restriðt development, butin fact, sought to protect the free activitieÈ of statesin conducbing exploraLory activities in outer space,
326.

1 23 Ibid" , 347-354.
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the auspices of the Legar subcommittee of the united Nations

committee on the Peacefur uses of outer space, tãther than

at the conference on DisarmamenL.l 2 a Negotiations had

started in Geneva on Jury 12, 1966 and concluding in New

York on December 19, 1966 at the united Nations with the

unanimous adoption of Resolution 2222 (xxt) on December 19,

1966.125

2"11 DEVELOPING THE Rå,TIONAL FOR A SPACE pOLICy

Members of the RÀND Corporation argued that the

ideological struggle occuring during the cold war Era v¡as an

extension of traditional beliefs by policy-makers and, in
generar, defined the direction of poritical rerations
between the superpowers. overall, RÀND sought to exprain
how the quest for international prestige underrined much of
the behaviour exhibited by states attempting to reach space

and that the ability to engage in outer space activities r.¡as

a fundamental part of the competition over scarce resources

and international prestige. t z e Negative repercussions could

1 24 Ibid. , gog-91 5.

125 AçDÀ., Documents on Disarmament 1967 , (Washington: GpO,
1968 ) . Resolut ío12221---(xxt)-acrually eñdorsed an
agreement reached between the united states and soviet
Union on December 8, 1966. By January 23, 1967 the
Outer Space Treaty v¡as being hailed as the most
important arms control deveropment since the limited
Test Ban Treaty of 1963. 38-48.

126 Klaus Knorr, "The rnternational rmplicaEions of outer
Space Àctivitiesr" Outer Space politics, ed. M. Goldsen(Santa Monica, Califorñia: The RAND Corporation, 1963).
Klaus Knorr also argued that the prestige factor v¡as
likely to be of great consequence in international
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however, be minimized by competitive national- efforts that
make it difficurt for one state or altiance to monopolize

outer space and thereby garner a greater share of the

available internationar prestige and resource potential. 1 27

The specific issues of interest therefore had to do with
military, Êconomic, and scientific indications of national
intention such as the predisposition to fight or yierd, and

a state's overall perception of accomplishments that
symbolize either ideorogical- superiority, or a more advanced

poritical and economic system. It is in categories such as

these that the space race has distinctive meaning for
politicar scientists attempting to analyze international
relations.128

Àn examination of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty

negotiations indicates that the need to define miritary
activities in space was a continuing source of conflict.
Nevertheless, the question of identifying the meaning of the

terms 'military activitiês', 'militarization of space',

'space weaponízation', and especially the term 'for peaceful

purposes' has never been officially addressed by soviet or

Àmerican negotiators. strategic aspects of space security

politics, and the superpower most capable of engaging in
space activities wourd gain the most favourable
strategic position. 110-112.

1 27 In support of Knorr's thesis, in the introductory
remarks of outer space Politics Goldsen suggested that
'prestige' had an effect on existing attitudès and the
future expectations of a11ies,
5-12.

1 28 Knorr, 120-121 .

neutraLs and enemies"
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systems could, therefore, be accessed only so far as they

rerated to the development of scientific and technological
innovations affecting existing politicar policy at the

time" 12s

2.12 GEOPOLITTCAL STR.ATEGIES

scientific research and technological innovation had

been instrumental in the development of rocket derivery
systems during the second worrd war and the advance of

atomic fission and fusion served as a testament to the power

of scientific knowledge. Rostow has suggested that since

short range rockets had extensively been used in the second

worrd war, the fundamental talents in the reLevant fields of
basic science and engineering were evidently available. The

missile business Ìvas, in some of its dimensions, an

extension of the artillery, in which Russia had

traditionalry excel1ed. Historicar accounts of the

development of rocket technology, similarly appears to

12e Although political analysts like W. Ðurch, G. Steinberg,
and P. stares have attempted to provide expranations for
the development of Soviet and Àmerican military spaceprograms, none have articulated what effect these
programs have on the civilian space program.

wiltiam Durch gd., Nationar rnterests and the rr{ilitarv
U?gs. of Space (Cambridge : Ballingei euUf isirïnÇ Company,
1984).

GeraId Steinberg, Satel,Iite Reconnaissance: The Role of
Inf ormal Bargi¡-i_09 (New York: praeger eublislrers,isgil-
Paul Stares, Spqce WeaÞons and U.å. SLratesv: Oriqins
and Development (london: Croom Helm pUblishers, 198il
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indicate that military strategists had taken an active
interest in the development of a rocket technology well
before the publ ic was i nformed of the potent ial for
explor ing the un i verse. l 3 o

Technology hahs always exercised a direct influence
upon the conduct of warfare and the development of

commerciar activity.ttl Às rong as technological innovations

in buirding battleships represented the projection of power

over the oceans, those states most fully able to build and

deploy the most capable naval forces were pre-eminent. Once

the second worl-d war had ended the development of ships 'f or

transporting formerly earthbound objects, both human and

physical, into outer space became the symbol of greatness.

This rise in status came about once the German's obtained

the capability to attack Britain with rockets making

eritain's naval superiority essentially obsolete. The

strategic importance of space therefore, has implications
for both military and civirian activities at least as great

as those changes that accompanied the great innovations of

the past.

r 30 w. w.
Recent History

Rostow, The Dif
story (¡¡ew York.

fusion of Power - An
The Macmi

Essay in
1lan Co.

Press, 1972) , 69-70.
1 3 1 Robert Pf aI Lzgraf.f Jr. ,Implicationsr" eds.

I nternat ional Secur i ty
Mass: Archon Books , 1984

New York:

"Space &
Ra'anan and
Dimens i ons
F6.-

Security: PoIicy
Pfaltzgrat.f Jr.

of Space (Boston,
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Às in earrier eras, technorogical innovation and

science created wholly new commerciar and industrial
activities to support the national security reguirements of
the unj,ted states" Thus, Àmerica's abirity to master rocket
technology not onry enhanced thinking about military
doctrine r gêoporiticar rerationships and defense

capabilities, but arso government-industrial relations
regardi ng a commerc ial outer space pol icy. 1 s z

During time of werner von Braun, miritary experts, as

well as rocket scientists, argued that it was necessary for
a state to have space capabilities. The berief that control
of outer space courd be translated into the power to exert
control over the ent i re surface of the Earth was a

consistent theme that had been brought over from Germany.ls3

similarly, fear over potential bomber gaps and missile gapsr

r i ke the ideologicar di f ferences between commun i sm and

capitalisrn, led to the belief that outer space wourd

inevi tably be the next "high ground"

act ivity. 1 3 a Thus , the 1967 Outer Space Trea

of

ty
strategic

represented

132 Ibid., 255-269.
133 Stephen Gorove, Studies

Prospeci s (Nerhe;1ã;-áF
1-7 .

1 3 4 S. Shaffer, and L. R.
I nte r[rat i ona 1 Cooperat i on :
Experience in SÞace and
evaluating the extent of

SÞace Law: Its Challenqes and
hI. Sijthoff-Leyden, 1977) ,

Shaffer, in The politics of
À comparisõn F q.

in Security argue that in
NÀSÀ's contribution to broad

Ln
A.

foreign policy objectives, space policy needed to beregarded as high poritics and a factor affecting theformulation of a cold war doctrine. (Denver, colõrado:University of Denver press, 1980), 40.



more than an agreement between states, it
first sLep toward the establishment of

Organization' to preside over outer space
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represented the

a 'Gi-obal Space

ctivities"a

In the Soviet case, modern rocketry grew to be the

tool and syrnbor of the modern sociarist state and its social
revolution" The ideology of the scientific technocratic
state capable of controlling space was readily incorporated
in the Bolshevik political platforms estabrished by v. I.
Lenin. 1 3 s The particular purpose behind the soviet space

program was to support the pol i t icaJ- ly important irnage of
the ussR as a state reading the frontier of space

technoLogy. 1 3 6

In the case of the Àmerican Space program, four
distinct concerns arose; military/security questions,
sc ience/research requirements for manned and unmanned

programs, the program's effect on domestic/international
relations, and corporate commercial rights to space

resources. Miritary-security concerns r\rere the primary

motivating factors for a space program and, therefore, most

often presented to the Àmerican pubric in 19s7. Security
questions vrere redef ined during the earry 1960's to incl-ude

an arms control phase that rasted until the signing of the

T35 Nicoras Danilqfr, The Kremlin and the cosmos (New york,
New York : 1972) , 1-18. Kenneth Baile", t..f,n_g_l_ggl¿ uná
!-oc=i_eçv Under l,gi,in and. Stali+. oriqinsiTffivlã
Technical InLelliqentsia, 1917-1987---Twirrcetoã-, New
Jersey : 1978) , 25-26. zhores ¡r,redvedev, soviet éc ience(New York, New York : 1976) , 3-1 1 .

I 3 6 Pfal tzgraff Jr . , 256-257 .
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1967 Outer Space Treaty.

Àn assessment of the basic actions taken by the

di fferent mechanisms of the the mílitary, diplomatic,
economic and regal advisors indicates that policy-maker's
perceptions toward outer space v¡ere principally reactive.
The basic articles set ouL in the 1967 outer space Treaty
provided general guider ines for states interested in

engaging in outer space activities, but IittIe eIse. By the

early 1960's, resolutions by states in the united Nations

proposed limitations on state activities in outer space. rn

an effort to control military actions, states would not be

able to engage in space activities unress their activities
were to benefit all mankind. The 'res communis' principle
first put forward during the 1959 Àntarctic Treaty talks
made equally good sense for outer space at the time, and

states argued that the outer space Treaty should also have

an article of similar substance. UNGA Resolution 1962 r4/as

the first officiar statement that attempted to recognize the

need for an arms control agreement, as well as calling for
using outer space exclusively for "peacefuI purposes",

attempted to specifically outline how the extra-terrestrial
territory was to be developed. Although the inherent
ideological content behind such a statement can best be

described as 'internationarist', the American pubric warmly

accepted the ideal of g1oba1 harmony and sc ient i f ic
humanism" such a reaction prompted American poricy-makers
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to create a treaty that wourd ensure nationar interests
before fully understanding the more immediate nat ional
security concerns. t 3T

By emphasizing the need for a scientific
understanding of the universe, policy-makers found that they

could satisfy both the realist and idealist interpretations
of the need to explore outer space. cosmological guestions

asider Dãtions engaged in outer space activities for
nationaL security purposes, and secondly, in space research

in order to enhance their prestige in reration to other
states , and to seek what potent iall-y rnight be an economic

reward. 1 3 I

Àn analysis of the 1967 outer space Treaty must aLso

require a discussion of the factors that have contributed to
the formation of space policy. This chapter has simply
outlined the evolution of events leading to the outer space

treaty without discussing the juridicar imprications.
Before analyzing the linkages between space law and space

policyr êñ evaruation of the activities and foundationar

137 J. M. Goldsen, guter Space in World politics (New yor
New York: Frederick Praeger publishers, 1g6jT, 14-15.

1 3 I John Logsdon, "The Evolution of Civilian SpaceExploration, " Futpres , 14, No. 5 (October 1992) " t,ogsonalso argues that it raras not unt i r the 19g0' s that space
became an arena primarily of pathbreaking scientific
discoveries and dramatic exproratory voyages. During
the 1 980's the idea that space resources could bãexploited, 9âined new meaning as a place to work whereroutine and productive activities relating to ihe needs
of all mankind could be furfirled. This shift in the
uses of-space poses a challenge to government policy and
commercial planning. 405-406.

k,
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Chapter III
NEGOTTA,TTNG AN OUTER SPÀCE TREÀTY

The juridicar debate concerning the delimitation and

der ineat ion of outer space and a i r space a f fects the

formuration of outer space laws as werl as international
relat ions between states. By examining the juridical
structure surrounding the separation of outer space from air
space, this chapter outrines the relationship between space

law and international politics. Demarcation of air and

outer space will evolve as an irnportant poritical concept

because it will eventually affect the future of space law

and space poritics as the determination of vertical l-imits
over terrestrial boundaries changes the traditional
sovereign state structures. On the other hand, a juridical
system will determine how states appropriate outer space

resources and their rightful claims to extract mineral_s from

planetary bodies will be one of the initiar jurisdictional
issues to arise between states which will also evolve into a

political concern.l

1 rn strictly legal Lerms space raw is merely a functional
classification of those rules of internatioñar law and ofmunicipal law rerating to outer space. on the other hand,natural and man made objects in outer space, astronauts
and mans act ivi t ies in outer space are matters ofinternational poritics. Given the comprexity of thisrelationship, this chapter attempts to oifer soméguidelines to both bodies of literaLure, in as much asboth have general]-y failed to recognize the full nature ofthe problem.

-69
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International jurists, such as Carl ChristoI,
Manfred Lachs, stephen Gorove and Bin cheng have agreed that
the issue of sovereign rights in space and the need to
resorve the boundary dispute is a critical area of concern

for developing an international space regime" The need to
appeal to science for a criteria to be utirized by jurists
in the process of outlining regulations that ensure the

deveropment of outer space has similarly changed the way

international law is formulated. Thus, this discussion of
del imitat ion wi 11 address funct ional ist and spat ial i st
theories which attempt to define outer space boundaries.

The broad concern of this chapter is to provide a coherent

basis for later chapters on policy, by accounting for the

dynamics of space flight and the potential constraints
surrounding 1o¡v-altitude flights of aerospace planes and

saterrites. These dynamics bear directry on the

considerations of national officiats.

rn the second part of this chapter riteralist and

publicist interpretations of the major articres in the 1967

outer space Treaty wiLl be analyzed. rn general the treaty
attempts to secure an agreement which ensures that
competition over space resources does not encourage acts of
aggression by states active in space. From a discussion of
the juridical interpretations it becomes evident that
Àmerican and soviet 1ega1 schorars disagree on the basic

meaning of international space law and on the imptications
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of the outer space treaty. At the same time experts within
each country have divergent opinions regarding how to best

interpret international agreements. Poricy-makers recognize

that differences over political ideolo9y, perceptions of

national interests and domestic factors also influence the

direction of negotiations. 2

3.1 THE DELINEATION OF SPACE DEBÀTE

I n general the legal debate surrounding the

establishment of theories which apply to outer space are

based upon conflicting criteria that appeal to scientific,
1ega1, and security considerations v¡hich in political terms,

are translated into effective power and relative control.3
One of the most debated propositions focuses on the rights
(or the absence of rights) of sovereign states to define

territorial boundaries. Article II of the 1967 Outer Space

2 Internationat Outer Space Iaw, therefore, sets out duties,
establishes prohibitions and articulates the goals of
states engaged in space activities. I nternat i onal
agreements subseguently cannot be simple, static rules of
behaviour, but in fact, represent the the dynamic nature
of law itself. In creating such a world of constant
def init ion, Outer Space Law incorporates traditional
perceptions of international relations with the
contemporary exigencies not yet fu1ly realized. Àccess to
a greater understanding of intentions put forward by
var ious state lega1 representat ives wi l1 enable the
political analyst to identify the rights of action and the
constraining features which negate the states rights of
action.

According to Christol the "role of the lawyer is to
achieve results which v¡i1I give effect to the general
meaning and purpose around which the agreement was
designed. " For additional discussion see Carl Christol,
The Modern InternaLional Law of Outer Space (Hew york:
Praeger Publishers, 1984), 243"
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Treaty states that:
Outer space, including the moon and other
celestial bodies, is not subject to national
appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of
use or occupation, or by any other means.

À leading schoLar of internationar law, D. Goedhuis draws

the analogy that the law of the sea and the Àntarctic treaty
are prime examples of the need for establi shment of
international space law. a

unlike the sea or the Antarctic, outer space impries
a functionar independence from other states. In outer space

a state's right to exercise actions is therefore performed

to the exclusion of any other state. Thus, if any claim to
a boundary in outer space above terrestriar limits is
possible t given the constant dynamics of the universe then

such a boundary must be arbitrary, for it cannot be

scientifically determined to be essentiar. s Àlthough

functional theories of derineation recognize that air and

space boundaries have onry rimited practical value they

continue to argue that aír law must apply to air navigation,
whire space law applies exclusively to space activity.
zones. 6

D. Goedhuis, "Space Law, " Recueil des Cours (t eydePays-Bas: The Hague Àcademy of Internalional Law; 1963).
Goedhuis identifies the differences between "horizontal"and "vert ical cont iguity" arguments in attempt ing todefine the terrestrial boundaries by stating thal suðh anact sets out the most basic question concerning a state'sright to internationar recognition. For additionar
information see the central reference to this position in
The Palmas Case, P. C, À. XIX. 16.

Jenks, 60-61 .
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In contrast to American juridical arguments,

Goedhuis argues that the concl-usion to be drawn from the

various positions is that state sovereignty in the vertical_

dimension cannot be unlimited" If state's insist upon

estabrishing clear-cut boundaries there is greater chance of
confrict.T Àlthough the motivation for such boundaries is
nationar security, it shourd be said that maximizíng such

security is unrealistic given the destructiveness of the

systems designed to protect states themseLves. This leads

Goedhuis to conclude that state hegemony above its territory
is rimited by the vastness of outer space and the present

belief that these boundaries need not be presentry
established" 8

Ànother distinguished international jurist Manfred

Lachs, from Poland describes the compelling question of
sovereign boundaries as a continuation of an aging

historical debate. Lachs contention is with Grotius' craim

that the uppermost limit of a terrestrial boundary is ,,...at

an altitude beyond the range of the hunter's weapon." Lachs

6 Tennen has argued that numerous jurists have atLempted toestablish a sound basis for the law of demarcation, todaythe spat iar rather than the funct ional approach ié
becoming most acceptable theory . 248.

7 Goedhuis has observed that the spatial approach is gaining
international acceptability. rn a repoil to the lgla iLÃconference, Goedhuis observed that several- countriesincruding the ussR, Porand, and Bergium, that originally
fert dubious as to whether a functional approach might bepreferable stated that they are nov¡ inclined toward
accepting a spatial solution. 596-597.

I D. Goedhuis, Recueil des cours 113 (Leyde pays-Basi The
Hague Academy of International Law, 1974), 7-103.
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argues that there is a need for some functional- criteria to

ensure further progress continues on the wider practicar
issues of outer space development. Having no guidelines

will lead to chaos and thus outer space must have some

definite boundaries, otherwise states woul-d never be able to
determine their effective area of control.s In response to
Eastern European concerns, the David Davis Memorial

Institute of International Studies in London set out to

suggest possible boundary definitions. J. C. Cooper

proposed a solution suggesting that a fixed limit of 62

miles for space flights was a necessity and that a

contiguous zone as a neutral area between inner and outer

space needed to be established. lo

In general British jurists derive opinions that
attempt to identify the rerationship between the political
implications derived from "spatiarist" and "functionalist"
theor ies advocat i ng â jur idical understanding of space

policies as they relate to negotiations concerning the

regulation of space activitiesl 1 such an arbitrary division,

s Manfred Lachs, Recueil des Cours 41 (feyde, pays-Bas: The
Hague Àcademy of International- Law), 33-59.

1o Ibid., 35.

1 r Bin Cheng, "The Legal Regime of Àirspace and Outer
Space: The Boundary Problem, Functionalism versus
Spat ial i sm: . The Ma jor Premi ses, " å!na!g of Ai r and Space
Law V (1980), The spatialist ttreory caffs for a slo*
theoretical application of the boundary between air space
and outer space. Functionalist theories, on the other
hand, suggest that Lreaties ought to immediately set out
the point where air space ends and outer space begins.
Thus, the latter is able to derive foundational
principles from an engineering concept of 'aerospace' as
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nevertheless serves to fix responsibility and results in

some degree of law and order, a situation which is otherwise

extremely difficult to obtain through reliance on a poorry

designed geographical approach. r 2

The interest analysi s approach put forward by

functional theories is on the surface the most rogical
solution to the delimitation question. NaturaIly, any

international agreement to arbitrarily define a boundary

between air space and outer space must resolve problems

arising from circumstances in a conflict situation. 1 3 In
particurar, the poricies of the corpus juris spatialis which

express the interests of the global community courd not

promote the conditions set forth by the Bogota Decraration.

Thus r âDy appeal to existing space laws would not

necessarily promote the ad coelum doctrine embodied in
either the nationar sovereignty provisions of the parís

Convent ion, the Chicago Convention , or the Bogota

a continuous area through
323-362.

which space vehicles pass.

12 E. Galloway, "The Àpplication of Space Treaties to the
Uses of Outer Space," Annals gf Àir and Space Law I(1976). The entiie procGE negotiarlng thtE6-7 ourer
Space Treaty and the various positions articulated
according to Galloway, must be studied primarily to
determine the strategic (military, political and
economic) implications for states attemptiñg to establish
a presence in outer space. Àrms control in outer space
between the United States and the Soviet Union and theprocess of articulating draft treaties and thepolicy-makers' strategies in securing international
security agreements is of critical significance. 205-2i2"

r3 L. Tennen. "Conflict of Law and Delineation of Outer
Space : An interest Analysis approach, " Journal of
International Space Law 79 No. 41 (1984): 237"
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Decraration. rn many cases threats to national security are

clear and readily defined. rn such an instance, lex locí
proposars may indicate useful approaches Lo defining the

upper limits of state sovereigntlr. l a

The primary question at this stage of developing

laws for outer space is how should such a framework be

constructed and how will they affect the formulation of

outer space poricy? G. Gal suggests that the rule of law

must be deduced from traditional activities, where a legalry
rerevant act occurred. rn the case of airspace, the concern

for establishing vertical limits was applied to the question

of coelum ad infiniti (infinite boundaries of air space).

Thus, it is not surprising that the first issue of
jurisdiction was a theoreticat concern over whether space

law should mean law 'vaIid in outer space' , rnaking it
necessary to outline the boundaries of jurisdiction, or to
have a law of 'space activity' r+hich need not require any

spatial delimitation.ls rn the course of the last thirty
years the Latin maxium cujus est sorus ejus est usque ad

coerum (tre who owns the land, owns it to the skies ) was

subsequently applied with hesitancy. I 6

14 rbid., z3B.

1s Gyula 9rI, "The Question of Delimitation-After Twenty
Years, " Pçoceedinqs of 

_ 
the Twentv second corroquium oñthe Lav¡ of Outer Space (Munich, Gerrnany 1979, ,-125-1Zg "-

16 S. Gorove, Studies in Space Law - Its Challenqes andprospects (reyaenla. w. s-i jtnof.f., 19lT 7T
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The Paris Convention Re1atíng t,o Èhe Regulatíon of
A,ir Navígat,ion in 1919 recognized the vatidity of the

concept of state sovereignty in the air space above national
territory, but the limits of such sovereignty vlere never

def ined. r 7 on the other hand, the 1944 convenÈion on

International CiviI Àviation, affirmed that the principle of

"complete" and "exclusive" sovereignty precruded application
of any right of innocent passage. À state's national
interests were also protected from foreign intrusion by

recognizing a state's right to complete control of its
airspace.ls Such strong support thereby precluded

application of any right of innocent passage.

The COPUOS committee subsequently set out to
consider a number of proposals based on scientific research,

functionarist theories and then current knowredge about the

spatialist theory of space faw. Their concrusion was that
any international agreement on the matter would be

premature. le According to COPUOS the dividing line of 100

17 League of Nations Treaty Series, 11 (1922): 173.

United Nations Treaty Series, 1 5 (1947) . The act,
hov¡ever, did not apply to space flight, for the reality
of rocket and hyper-space travel was yet a distantpossibility " 295 

"

1e Ga1, suggested that COPUOS delegates actually disagreed
cons iderably about the va1 idi ty of the sc ient i f ic
information being proposed. À majority of delegates
argued that scieñcã was unable to -prorride a rigorous
definition of outer space, especialty with theories
advocating spatial concepts. Àlthough the majority of
the coPuos members supported a functionarist solution to
divide air-space and outer space at an altitude of 100
kilometers, COPUOS committee rules for unanimity
prevented any quick resolutions. 127 "

18



k i lometers was the most

supported by the theory of

limit to the lowest perigee

7B

appropriate. This view v¡as

demarcation which accorded the

of an orbiting sateLlite.2o

The absence of an international agreement regarding

a territorial boundary meant that the legal debate would

continue. Amer ican j ur i sts argued that an arbi trary
definition was ineffective and the best solution $¡as one

based on the laws of nature. Àirspace actually ends at
approximately 90 kilometers, a point where air surrounds and

accompanies the earth in its rotational movement.2l Eastern

European jurists such as Goedhuis similarry continued to
suggest that internat ional cooperat ion was a legal
obligation underlying all activities of states in outer
space. 22

Ibid. Gal's work supported this position arguing thatthe question of satellite perigee needed to be settred
and cl-ari f ied not by jurists but by experts of thetechnology itself. In addition, Gal argued that no
customary rule of law had evolved in the last thirtyyears, except for the acceptance of the Lowest perigee
theory. 128.

Maureen witliams in "The problem of Demarcation is Back
in the Limelight, " proceedings of the Twenty Second
collosuium on the Law of outer Space (t'lunf cir, -19197
appeared to Professor Manfred Lachs proposal which stated
that it was necessary to apply the rules of international
law mutatis mutandi to space law and as Lachs argued the
"Iaw of coexistence" was typical of the attitude ãhown bythe space powers since the first artificiar satelrites
which needed to be launched and maintained. 245-249.

D. Goedhuis "The Changing Legal Regime of Air and Outer
Space, " _ lgternational Comparative Law Ouarterly 27, No.3(;uty 1978):594-595

20

21

22
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ofThe thi rd lex loc i theory ( ttre law of

the incident is the last that is apptied)

the place

called for a

single arbitrary line defined as a matter of convenience,

regardress of theoreticar or scientific rationale. This

third proposal arose because of significant differences in
opinion over the existence of an arbitrary delineation
between outer space and air space. rn 1975, The Declaration
of the First Meeting of Equatorial countries stated that the

equatorial geostationary orbit (GEos), a limited resource

should be within the boundary of national sovereignty.2s The

Bogata Declaration, signed by I nations intended to
establish that GEOSr ôo area where communication satellites
operate, should be subject to national appropriation. In

essence their treaty stated that several provisions of the

corpus juris spatialis supported their concern to protect

their national interests in space for the common benefit of

all mankind. This declaration was signed by Brazil,
CoIumbia, Congo, Ecuador, Indonesia, Kenya, Uganda, and

zaire. The equatoriar nations craim to GEos was based upon

the signatories concern for any 'de facto' division between

air and outer space being established principally by a few

nations capable of. using GEOS for their own purposes. Again

the primary factor giving rise to the derineation issue was

an underlying concern for nationar security and not material
resources, but this concern was never clearly articulated.
In addition, the Bogata declaration indicated that

23 N. Jasentuliyana and R.
(united Nations, 1979),

S.K. Lee, Manual on Space Law II
383.
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eguatorial stâtes were not yet willing to reach a compromise

unl-ess guarantees for national securiLy were in place.

Early theories attempted to timit the vertical
extension of state sovereignty by appealing to the

scientifically determined von Karman boundary. The von

Karman boundary theory argued that any jurisdictionar
boundary would have to consider the conditions required for
accomplishing the aerodynamic aspect of flight.2a proponents

of the von Karman theory argued that not onJ_y was a

fictional line dividing airspace unnecessary, but the
jurisdictional framev¡ork of the von Karman boundary

protected both the national sovereignty of individual states
and the national interests of the global community. By

establishing a two-tiered hierarchy of jurisdictional
control each nation maintains complete control_ of its
airspace to a height of 83 km and art spacecraft are ensured

an area of safe operation. Thus, suborbital flight for
civil transportation vehicles would achieve the maximum

protection, while the states underlying these space traffi.c
zones will egually remain protected from threats to national
sovereignty. In this way all parties would be protected,

G. Hal-ey "Space Àge Presents Intermediate LegaI
Problemsr" First Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space
1959 The von Karman theory proposed that the decreasing
density of the air would reduce an aircraft's ability tò
maintain aerodynamic lift and therefore any flight bãtow
zero air lift would require centrifugal force to remain
airborne. This point between air space and outer space
was reached around 2751000 feet (83 km). À vehicle
travelling at 25r000 feet per second (7km per sec) then
allows ihe Kepler forces to take over when aerodynamic
lift is zero. 8-9.



The initial launch of

introduced a greater sense of urgency to the question of

delimitation. Military strategists argued that national
secur i ty concerns had to recogn i zed immediately , whi le
politicians examined national interests to ensure that the

era of international cooperation would continue. In the

united Nations Generar Àssemb1y, Resolution 1348 (xrrr )

December 1 5, 1 958 was introduced" It called for " o . .ê

committee to investigate and clarify the boundary question

between air space and outer space." The resolution arso

stated that; "such a determination did not present any lega1

problems though the issue demanded priority treatment. " 2 6

Support for a 1 00 km boundary had been proposed by the

soviet union at the 21sL session of copuos arguing that such

an agreement would answer the question of spatial sphere of

action and the standards of outer space Iaw.27

v¡hi 1e allowing f or the greatest

use of outer space for the benef

In countering the Soviet proposal

argued that they could not adequately moni

boundary and that the legal, technical,
political factors had not been effectively

81

freedom of exploration and

it of all mankind" 2s

a Soviet satellite in 1957

the United States

tor the altitude
sc ient i f ic and

exami ned The

25

26

Tennen , 240.

uN DOC. A/4141 (19s8).

Arms Control and Disarmament Division, Workinq paper
Survev of Internati onal Law Rel-evant to Arms Control and
Outer Space (OtLawa
1 985) , 27-30.

27

: Department of External- Àffairs, JuIy
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possiblity of inhibiting future efforLs to use and explore

outer space remained an enormous concern of space povrers

capable of going into space.2e

Although the first rounds of the boundary debate

were vron by the major space powers whose interests were not

to have boundaries to restrict their freedom of access to
space, contemporary events revealed a divergence of opinion.
spatiarists had won a partiar victory in 1966 with the
incrusion of resorution 2222 (xxt ) requesting that the
probrem be studied. By 1970 the regal subcommittee report
on "The Question of Delimitation and/or the Delineation of
outer space" had produced no crear consensus of opinion.2s
Today the hope for change continues to remain dim, cheng

argues, and the geographical and cosmographical scope of
rnternational Law remains unrimited" rn the future the

determination of an air space boundary eventuarly wirl
become raw already governed by lex lata (determined through

use custom).30

28 À. C. /105/c.
2s A/ec. 105/c.

c. 2/7 add.

2/s" R. 316 (+" rv. 1979)

2/l and addendum 21 Jan. A/Àc. 105 /

30 such law is rnade by the subjects of internationar raw andis not simply based on appealing to the most logical,
reasonabre, or desirable arguments whether they be either
functionalist or spatialist. The boundary question,
therefore, courd not be easily resolved as Iòng as there
was no immediate threat to access.

, 2.

197 7
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Theor i sts have cont inued to point out that t.he

functionalist definition r+ouId immediately give some

direction to the boundary guestion, hoç¡ever these theorists
must al-so be aware of the dangers associated with lack of

clear distinction between territorial limits. s 1 The

functional approach therefore can be utilized once the

spat iaI theor ies have determined where the a i r-space

boundary is most easily determined. At the same t ime i f
demarcation of a boundary is to be successful states must

agree to provide information regarding the nature of the

space activity and the type of the space object being

launched. 3 2

3.2 JURIDICAL å,NÐ POLITICAL NEGOTIATIONS

An evaluation of the major articLes in the 1967 Outer

Space Treaty and the signatories' intentions has established

that self interest is the primary factor motivating the

formulation of outer space laws. Leading international
jurists provide the primary 1egaI criteria and definitions

3Í Bin Cheng, "The Legal Regime of Àirspace a
The Boundary Problem, Functionalist Vers
The Major Premises," Proceedings From the

nd Outerspace:
us Spatialism:
Twentv-Second

Colloguium on The Law of Outer Space
323-361 

"

(t"tun ich,

32 As Cheng has suggested, there is a need to remove
dangerous sources of potential conflict between states
and to afford some safeguards to protect the rights and
interests of both space powers and non-space povrers. If
action is not taken on this issue soon, the notion of
sovereignty is likely to be eroded by incipient customs
based on principles that emphasize complete freedom of
action which exists today. 358.
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of rights to access, limitations on state activities and the

essential guidelines for the establishment of an outer space

regime, but they also fail to provide any policy

recommendations. Juridical authorities demonstrate that

there is considerable disagreement over the meaning of the

main articles in the Outer Space Treaty, and that

considerable di fferences of opinion exist over the

theoretical foundation of international law.3 3

By analyzing the various proposal stages that
contributed to the creation of the first major international
space agreement, areas for the future development of outer

space poLicy become apparent " The essential assumption

underlying an outer space regime is that a phenomenological,

juridical and historical analysis of the 1967 Outer Space

Treaty wi 11 expand our poI it ical knowledge of treaty
negotiations and the intentions of superpowers attempting to
create an outer space regime.3a These prescriptions for

behaviour are apparently motivated by emerging political
values which assume that common benefits for all mankind

33 c. wilfred Jenks,
Publishers, 1 965) .

Space Law (New York: Praeger

34 In order to identify the critical elements necessary in
formulat ion of outer space regime the relat ionship
between International Law and international relations as
an historical phenomenon, nust be understood. Of ten
articulating the di f f erence betv¡een political- and
juridical ontologies is obscured by relative exigencies.
These exigencies consist of human perceptions surrounding
national security concerns and national economic
interests which combined represent the policy aspects
surrounding the formulation of the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty.
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accrue equally to all states" Subsequently, Iimitations are

imposed on States attempting to exercise sovereignty and to

define the extent of their sovereign rights.3s

The abi 1 i ty to exerc i se 'absolute pcwer ' i s ,

therefore , mediated by the recogn it ion of each state' s

existence as the appointed authority representing a nation

of individuals. Subsequently, authority is increased with

the creation of a body of formal agreements recognizing the

interests and duties of contracting parties. Logically this
argument suggests that the ability to exercise sovereignty

is dependent upon a recognition of the 'authority' invested

in sustaining these agreements. PoI i t ical 'power' has

subsequently taken on a nevy dimension. Not only must a

state rely upon its legitimate rights to take military
action, but as in the case of Germany or Japan the right to

maintain a national security force is regulated through

international agreement" Subsequently without a definition
of international rights a state is solely dependent upon

mititary strength for its survival, and in order to ensure

international order states are reguired to recognize as well

as support, binding internat ional legaI agreements. 3 6

35 W. J" Stankiewicz, In Defense of Sovereiqntv argues that
the effectiveness of international law rests upon the
question of Sovereign divisibility. In the traditional
sense of the r¡ord, Sovereignty refers to a body of rules
enforceable by institutions having supreme povrer. In
contemporary circles this notion of Sovereign rights is
debated by institutional representatives in the creation
of international lav¡s . 217-238.

s6 The trend toward prohibition of a nation's rights of
sovereignty can also be found in article II of lhe 1958
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Although states were not immediately concerned with the

possibility that exclusive claims might be asserted by

natural or juridical persons, Àmerican representatives

argued that Àrticle II failed to advance private property

rights. Formal- treaty provisions guided by a need to

protect 'the common heritage of all mankind' therefore could

prevent juridical or natural persons from acquiring the

rights to any space resources.3T

Any dynamic international system of inter-state
relations requires a continual process of dialogue to

encourage peaceful relations between nation-states.
International Lar+ and the evolution of foundational

principles in the 1967 Outer Space Treaty represent the

essence of the outer space regime.sB

Geneva Convention on the high seas; Àrticle IV
Àntartica Treaty 1959; and Article 137 of the 1982
the Sea Convention. For a detailed explanation
need to limit outer space activities see, P. C.
and H. J. Taubenfeld Controls for Outer Space
Antart ica AnaÌoqy ( 1 959 ) .

of the
Law of
of the
Jessup

and the

37 S. H. Lay and H. J. Taubenf ie1d, International
Orqanizations and Outer Space Àctivities 52-54.

38 Once example of the complexity of the inter-relationship
between law and politics has recently been demonstrated
by the 1egal evaluation of anti-ballistic missile
treaties pertaining to the development of strategic laser
defense systems in space by: L. Stojak, "Current
Proposals for the Future Control of Outer Space
Í{eapon izaLion , " ÀnnaÌs of Ai r and Space Law X
( '1 985 ) :453-477 "
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3.3 MARI{ÏST THEORTES OF TNTERbüÅ"TIONAL IAW

Marxist objections that international law v¡as the

product of customary behaviour were first introduced by

Soviet academician, G. Tunkin in 1956"3s Tunkin argued that

international legaI regimes v/ere created through the mutual

consent of state representatives which coordinated public

opinion and established an aggregate of rules that were

legally binding. Professor Àlexidze clarified the Soviet

view by stating that the socialist concept of international
law recognized only multilateral treaties and that generally

recognized customary behaviour was of secondary importance

when defining international Iar+s. Thus, social customs had

to be supported by aIl including those states with differing
social systems before it could be considered as binding.4o

Àccording to Soviet scholars, moral norms or other forms of

social slogans had no place in Soviet jurisprudence since

these principles could not be applied to international
relations. Moratity, like other aspects of international
1aw, v¡as dependent upon the common coordinated will of the

international community of states and rather than being

based upon morality, international law consisted of social

necessity by vray of interstate, obligations.4l

3e À. s. Piradov, l nternational Space Law, translated bv B.
Belitsky, (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1976) .

40

41

L. A. ÀIexidze,
International Lav¡ (rUi
re5ææ.
r bid. , 358.

Some Theoretical Problems of
lisi: Tbilisi University Press,
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The ambiguous theoretical legal debates have

essentially focused on the meaning of international jus

cogens as rules expressing the common interests of the

international community of states. I n determining the

sources of jus cogens international laws coul-d ensure the

maintenance of peace and security, and oLher basic

principles f undamental to gJ-obal- humanity.4 2 According to
Soviet scholars, not only did the norms of jus cogens form

the basis of progressive law and order, but they represented

the common consent, shared expectations and public policy of

the international system. The importance of jus cogens was

reveaLed by Alexidze's statement that "There is no doubt

that the fundamentaÌ principles of international Iaw are

those in which jus cogens should be soughttt.43

In general these Soviet academicians argued that
there. were several groups of universally recognized norms.

These norms were articulated as principtes which established

sovereign rights for states by ensuring that peace and

security remained the primary goal of international 1aw.

RuIes of international law were introduced as principles
that prohibited crimes against humanity, and facilitated
international trade relations. Out of economic necessity,

the appropriation of parts of outer space became vitally
important to all states of the world. Soviet writings on

international law display a considerable concern for the

42

43

rbid. , 364 
"

rbid., 364.



historical and the phenomenological foundations of Iaw.
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It
is particularly interesting to note that one of the

foundational premises of Soviet international law is the

recognition that GEOS (vital to eguatoral states and the

United States) should not be appropriated. Ironically,
Soviet academicians have also called for a democratic

formula in the creation of international laws v¡hich suggests

that all states must have a recognizable opportunity to
present their proposals for international Iaws.aa

Soviet legal scholars Piradov and Zhukov later
responded to the official Government acceptance of the

treaty by strongly suggesting the continued support of the

RES COMMIJNIS (common heritage of a1I mankind) proposition,

arguing that outer space belonged to all of humanity.4s

Their position firmly rejected any proposal that might allow

states to transfer 'property r ights' to internat ional

organ izations. It followed from the Soviet view, that

Article II guaranteed that neither an international
organization of limited capacity, nor one of extended

juridical personality would be able to obtain the rights to

sovereignty or proprietary rights, so long as "by any other

means" remained a critical cfause.

44

45

rbid", 367.

Zhukov, G"P. "Spacé flights and
Àltitude Frontier of Sovereignty, "
Space Law 1966 (Uontreal: McGill Uni
458-466.

the Problem of the
Yearbook of Àir and

versity Press, 1968),
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3,4 THE COMMON T{ERITA,GE PRTNCTPLE

PoIish authority, Àndrziej Gorbiel, has argued that
an adequate analysis focusing on the meaning of outer space

law requires an examination of two essential components; the

terms "mankind" and "common interest tt , 4 6 These terms r¡ere

explicitly introduced in the preamble,

Recognizing the common interest of all mankind in
the progress of the exploration and use of outer
space for peaceful purposes.

Àrticle I of the Treaty was more specific regarding the

economic and scientific development of outer space by

stating that:
The exploration and use of outer space, including
the moon and other celestial bodies, sha1l be
carried out for the benefit and in the interests
of all countries, irrespective of their degree of
economic or scientific development, and shall be
the province of all mankind.

Outer space, including the moon and other
celestial bodies, shall be free for exploration
and use by all States without discrimination of
any kindr oD a basis of eguality and in accordance
with international 1aw, and there shatl be free
access to all areas of celestial bodies.

There shall be freedom of scientific investigation
in outer space including the moon and other
celestial bodies, and States shal1 facilitate and
encourage internat ional co-operat ion in such
investigation.

The incrusion of a specific article identifying outer space

as "the province of all mankind" rather than the "common

heritage ot a1l mankind" has lead E. McWhinney to infer that
international organizations, like humans, can be represented

4 6 Andrez Gorbiel,
(lods: Uniwersytet

The Leqal Def in i t ion
Lodski, 1 980) .

of Outer Space
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as acquiring the quality of a juridical entity. o7 However,

Gorbiel has argued that such an interpretation is inaccurate

in that it fails to recognize that 'the province of all
mankind'is not a subject of international law since only

sovereign states are governed by the rules put forward by an

international agreement. I nternat ional law therefore

governs the relations between states and attempts to protect

thei r mutual r ights whi Ie ensuring that their
responsibilities are equally epparent. 48

By inserting the words "the province of all mankind"

into the treaty there is an obvious attempt to recognize the

necessity of joining efforts to explore outer space. Some

states are particularly able to engage in activities that
lead them into outer space and other states depend in
varying degrees on the information gathered by these States.

Therefore an international- treaty on activities relating to

the development of space should support the needs of the

greatest number of inhabitants on Earth. Such a necessity,
however, cannot acquire more than the intention of political-
necess i ty "

47 E" l'lcWhinney, New Frontiers in Space Law, edited by E.
Mcl.lhinney and M.À. Bradley (Leyden: À.W. Sit jhof f , 1969) ,
7.

4e According to À. Gorbiel, "Outer Space in International
Lawr" Acta Universitatis Lodziensis politoloqic 9 (Lodz,
1983) humankind as a whole does not possess any such body
and subsequently must be considered as a sociological
phenomenon understood as a general political enLity, but
not in possession of universal juridical norms. 11-13.
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Publicist proponent, Carl- Christol, has stated that

understanding the spirit of the treaty reguires that the

literalist perspective be taken into account. By examining

the terminology of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty the political

analyst and international jurist can recognize that the 1967

Outer Space Treaty is calling for the incl-usive access to

the free and egual use of common areas and resources, based

upon the res conmunis principte. At present the world-wide

demand for a greater sharing of such areas and resources

among all humankind has encourage states to develop a new

perspective regarding the formulation of a new international
order" The desires to ensure access to space resources has

Iead to the formulation of a treaty which utilizes
prohibitory language, restricting territorial claims to

sovereignty nations and the exclusive property rights of

statesr âs well as other juridical and natural persons. The

policy judgements of the members of the world community in

general, while supportive of the res conmunis principle,
have not entirely agreeed on this interpretation. The

'common heritage of mankind' principle has been used in

setting out the 1979 Moon Treaty and the 1982 Law of the Sea

Convention, but has failed to be ratified by the United

States. a s

4s Stephen Gorove, in Studies in Space Law - Its challenqes
. and Prospects suggests that the problem of adaptablity of

international law taken from civil law rests upon the
basic di f ferences occur ing between individuals as
subjects of 1aw and states as subjects of international
agreements. Arising from the Roman tradition of civil
law the upward extent of sovereignty distinguished the
air we breathe (een) from the airspace (COELUI',I)



Contemporary jurists

1aw, arguing that outer

di f ferent envi ronment and

accessable are enti rely di

encountered.5o
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dispute t.he tradition of Roman

space constitutes an entirely
the methods used to make it

fferent from those previously

European jurists, unlike their American counterparts

recognize the reality of political expediency by constantly

reviewing the rivalries and conflicts arising from wars over

"spheres of influence" and sudden changes in those

attempting to control these spheres.5 t They argue that

def ining an area of sovereign controf in outer space cannot

be compared to any previous actívity and that if the res

conmunis principle is to be accepted it must be regarded as

laying down new norms corresponding to specific features and

conditions of the space environment, where activity takes

pIace. s 2

superjacent to the land. Thus Roman law protected public
and private rights in regard to space above the land to
v¡hatever height was deemed necessary for the occupation
and use of such space. 7.

5o Soviet scholar Alexidze has argued that Roman law has
been modified through the ages, so that in the 20th
Century it has come to be interpreted as the theory of
"common consent of civilized sovereign states". 346.

Manfred Lachs, International Lal+ of Outer Space (Leyden,
Netherlands: Sijthoff-Leiden, 1972), 20-22.

Gorbiel, Leqal Definition of Outer Space, 30-33.

51

52
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3"5 THE SOVEREIGNTY ISSTJE

Traditionally, States argued that sovereign rights
were reguired in order to maintain territorial integrity and

to reduce potential conflicts over the rights of states to
attain new territory"s3 Once ships began to sail the high

seas, territorial claims could be asserted and the notion of

colonization extended sovereign claims to include foreign
property as well âsr the mineral and human resources of the

same area. The need for security also encouraged states to
assert that they had the right to exercise mititary action
in self-defense in the event of any infringement upon such

sovereign rights. s 4

I n the nehr era of Realpol i t i k , and contemporary

morality states withdrew their challenges to their right to
hold colonial territory. Consideration of states' rights in

airspace also became a critical issue by the turn of the

20th century when airplanes began flying between

territories. In 1919 the "Paris Convention" was introduced,

recognizing the "full and absolute sovereignty" of states in

the air and sea. The 1919 Paris convention related to the

regulation of ÀeriaI Navigation and v¡as followed by the

"Chicago Convention of 1944" " The Chicago Convention

officially titled the "Convention on International Civil

53 W.J. Stankiewicz, In Defense of Sovereiqntv (New york:
Oxford University Press, 1969) ,

Martin Menter, "Peacefui Uses of Outer Space and National
Securityr" International Lawyer 17, No. 3, (1993):
58'1 -582.

54
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Àviation", recognized that every State has complete and

exclusive sovereignty over aIl airspace above its
territory.5s

Àrticle II of the Outer Space Treaty clearly attempts

to alter tradition by claiming that sovereignty cannot be

established in outer space.

Outer space, including the moon and other
cefestial bodies, is not subject to national
appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of
use of occupation, or by any other means.

Leslie Tennen has argued that differing political concerns

over national security have prevented states from reaching

an agreement on the question of delineation.s6 although the

right of states to appropriate territory had been clearly
rejected in Àrticl-e II of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, the

pursuit of national interests was not discounted.sT Because

of the dangers associated with a pursuit over national

security above national interests, Tennen argued, for a

functionalist delineation of outer space and air space.

Simultaneously, he also argued that there was an urgent need

to outline Lhe right of innocent passage for spacecraft

within established space traffic zones.58

55 C" w. Jenks, Space Law (Hew York, New York: Praegêr,
1965).

56 L. Tennen, "Conflict of Law and Delineation of Outer
Space: An Interest Analysis Àpproach, " Journal of
International Space Law 79, No.41 ( 1 984 ) : 233-243.

Article II, 18 United States Treaties 2410, TIAS no.
6347. See also 518 United Nations Treaty Series 205,
United Nations General Assembly Resolution 1962, 18 UNGÀ
Supp. 15, UN Doc a/SSIS (1963).

57
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Àrticle II of the Outer Space treaty al-so confticted
with the Paris and Chicago Conventions, which provided for
assured areas of sovereign protection. The major concern

vras simply that an era of suborbital aircraft may evolve

where the lowest satellite perigee might be surpassed by the

highest possible altitude used by aerospace planes.

Devel-opment of high flying sophisticated aerospace planes

could become a reality in the near future resulting in a

need to define an intermediate zone consisting of trvo l-ines.

In this area of mesospace, national sovereignty would be

recognized, but subject to the rights of innocent passage.ss

Although the von Karman jurisdictional boundary provided

consistent protection granted by the Paris and Chicago

Conventions, it did not necessarily uphold the same

definition as to what actually r.¡as a perceived threat to

national security" Às Tennen had argued, foreign aircraft
operation at Low altitudes directly threatened established

air traffic zones, however the mere presence of any craft at

high altitudes did not disrupt nominal activities. Thus,

some limited right of innocent passage could be recognized

within established space traffic zones.60 The outcome would

be a reduction of potential conflict and a greater

58

5S

Tennen , 234.

Tbid., 234.

Several factors needed to be considered
state' s national- security requirements.
the altitude of operation, the
satellites/aircrafts activity would a
established. 236-239.

in determining a
In addition to

nature of the
Iso have to be

60
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protection of both national/íníernational interests. can

equally forthcoming.

be

3.6 THE PEACEFUL PURPOSES O¡qLY DEBÅ,TE

UnIike any other articles the question of. using space

"for peaceful purposes only" directly appeals to restricting
military activities. Àrticle IV states that:

States Parties to the Treaty undertake not to
place in orbit around the Earth any objects
carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of
weapons of mass destruction, install such weapons
on celestial bodies or station rrreapons in outer
space in any other manner.

The moon and other celestial- bodies shall be used
by all State Parties to the Treaty exclusively for
peaceful purposes. The establishment of military
bases, installations and fortifications, the
testing of any type of weapons and the conduct of
military maneuvers on celestial bodies shall be
forbidden. The use of military personnel for
scientific research or for any other peaceful
purposes shall not be prohibited. The use of any
equipment or facility necessary for peaceful
exploration of the moon and other celestial bodies
shall also not be prohibited.

C" Wi lfred Jenks has argued that the United states

recognized the urgent need to strengthen international
cooperation by furthering the peaceful uses of outer space

in order to use space for the benefit of all mankind and

other states irrespective of their stage of economic and

scientific development.6l Greater recognition of the general

international scope of these activities must include

discussion of the applicability of international law and the

United Nations Charter. Legal problems arising from the

6 I Jenks, 24-56.
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exploration of outer space and simple general statements of

good r,¡i11 do not etiminate such issues. 6 2 À11 activi-Ly

loosely falls within the context of "the colTìmcn heritage of

mankind", although it has yet to be defined. Resolution

1802 (xvr r ) of December 14, 1962 also recogn ízed the

necessity for the'progressive' development of international
Law for elaborating the basic legal principles governing

space activities The resolution also noted that the COPUOS

committee vras unable to make any legal recommendations, the

implication being that statements are not legaIly binding

upon signatories, unless so stipuIated.63

3.7 T¡IE STAIFUS OF INTERNATIONAL ORGA¡II ZATIONS

Literalist interpretations recognized that any

constraints againsL "national" claims \{ere egually in f orce.

Àrticle VI and Article XIII assumed that states had the

lega1 authority to determine the extent to which infl-uence

could be exerted on international and intergovernmental

organizaLions. Article VI directly affected all activities
carried on in space by governmental and non-governmenLal

agencies. It stated that:

Jenks has also argued that Resolution 1721 (XvI ) December
20, 1961 attempted to point out the various areas of
debate and suggested that current activities fell into 3
main areas: scientific research, operational purposes
(communications navigation, missile warning, nuclear test
detection devices, etc.), and manned space travel. 56-59"

rbid., 60-61.

o¿

63
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States Parties to the Treaty shll bear
international responsibility for national
activities in outer space, including the moon and
other celestial bodies, whether such activities
are carried on by governmental agencies or by
non-governmental entities, and for assuring that
national activities are carried out in conformity
with the provisions set forth in the present
Treaty. The activities of non-governmental
entities in ouLer space, including the moon and
other celest iaI bodies, shall regul re
authorization and continuing supervision by the
appropriate State Party to the Treaty" When
activities are carried on in outer space,
including the moon and other celestial bodies, by
an international organ ízation, responsibility for
compliance with this Treaty shal-1 be borne both by
the international organization and by the States
Parties to the Treaty participating in such
organ i zat ion .

Àrticle XIII addressed the question of activities of

international inter-governmental organizations operating

beyond the jurisdiction of one nation.

The provisions of the Treaty shall apply to the
activities of States Parties to the Treaty in the
exploration and use of outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, whether such
activities are carried on by a single State Party
to the Treaty or jointly with other States,
incJ-uding cases where they are carried on within
the framework of international inter-governmental
organizations.

Any practical questions arising in connection with
activities carried on by i nterna t i ona 1
i nte r-governmenta I organ ízat i ons 1n the
exploration and use of outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, shall be resolved
by the States Parties to the Treaty either with
the appropriate international organization, which
are parties to this Treaty.

The ideological problems relating to the povrers and

duties of

di splayed

international organizations were most graphically

in Àrticles VI and XIII. To a large extent these
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articles outlined the constitution of internaLional legal

regimes by defining the proper roles for states and

international intergovernmental organizaLions. Dur i ng

debate over the composition of these articles, the Soviet

Union maintained its doctrinal preoccupation with the

definition of sovereignty, insisting on the exclusive rights
of states as the only Iegitimate subjects of international
law" The Soviet Draft Outer Space Treaty in 1963 urged

that: "À11 activities of mankind pertaining to the

exploration and use of outer space shall be carried out

so1ely and exclusively by states."64

Other states, in agreement with the United States,

argued that is impossible to propose that states are Lhe

only legitimate subjects of international Iaw and that the

Soviet Union had attempted to disregard the international
intergovernmental organ izat ion's rights to possess an

adequate internat ional Iegal personal i ty necessary for
entering into government agreements.6s United Nations

General Àssernbly Resolution 1962 (XVfff) attempted to grant

non-governmental entities and international organizations

the right to engage in activities in outer space without

explicit government regulation" Recognition of the rights
of these organizations would have affected not only the

64 "Statement by the Soviet Representative (federenko) to
the First Committee of the General Àssembly: Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space (Extract ) , " Àrms Control and
Disarmament Àsency Documents 1963 December 2, 1963.

Christol , 246.65
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for theirorganization

recognition

lc

AS

Iegal status, but r¿ould provide

i.nternational- juridical persons.

Sovj.et representatives however, remained unwilling to

recognize the egual status of international organízations or

non-governmental organizations. The Soviet delegation v¡as

equally unwilling to exempt these organ izations from

responsibility for outer space activities, arguing that

reservations would remain until the Soviet Union could be

certain that such assigned rights and duties of States

becoming parties to the Principles Treaty were adequately

outlined"e6

I n 1966, subsequent Br i t i sh contenL i ons arose

concerning the validity of an act that bound organizations

to a treaty which did not yet provide the opportunity to
participate or to become a signatory. The United Kingdom's

Working Paper No. 17 delivered to the IegaI sub-committee

opposed the substance of Àrticle VI, arguing that it was

"wrong to consider the relationship between international
organizaLions and the treaty as a whole solely in the

context of international responsibility and liabi1ity."0z
The British representative argued that simple justice

required that international organízations should be treated

equally and allowed to engage freely in exploration,

exploitation and the use of space resources if they were

66 rbid.
67 see uN Doc A/Ac 105/c. 2/24. 66, october 21,1966,13



also to be bound by obligations governing their conduct

States as well as international organizations should

denied the ability to establish exclusive rights relating
the space environment. The proposal forced

Sub-Committee membership to once again consider doctri
issues that disputed the nature of the legal personality

an international organization. 6s

142

,68

be

to

the

nal

of

THE SOVIET DRÀFT DECLARATION OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES

GOVERNING THE ACTIVITIES OF STATES IN TIIE EXPLOR.ATION AND

USE OF OUTER SPACE April 16, 1963 proposed that states must

be responsible for complying with the principles of the

Declaration when acting collectively ) either through

international organizations or otherwise. The third
sentence of Àrticle VI of the Outer Space Treaty largely
reflected the wording of the Soviet proposal by again

identifying its concern for activities carried out by

non-governmentaf agencies. "If states undertake activities
in Outer Space co1lective1y, either through international
organízaLions or otherwise, each State participating in such

treaties has a responsiblity to cornply with the principles
set forth in this declaration. "7o

68 see uN Doc A/6431 ANNEX
Christol points out that
equality of rights. 248.

Christol , 248.

see uN Ðoc e/tc. 105/c.2L.

3, September
this would

22 r1966, 32
constitute 

"å

69

70 6APRrL 16,1963,
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The Legal Sub-Committee of COPUOS had accepted the

foregoing terms by June 12, 1966r Vâlidating the Soviet

proposal on Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty. By June

16, 1966 the Soviet response to the COPUOS resLated its
position, but showed considerable latitude when it stated

that: "When activities are carried on in outer space by an

international organ ízation, responsiblity for compliance

with this treaty shall be borne both by the international
organizations and by Lhe state Parties to the treaty
participating in such organizaLions. "71 Concern over

obtaining an agreement on the text of the article was raised

June 17, 1966, when the Soviets stated that the United

states proposal failed to address the important question of

regulating the activities of states in outer space or in

'near space' .7 2 The Soviet statement was again clarified on

July 13, 1966 when its representative proposed that no state

Party to the Treaty be allowed to dismiss its
responsiblities when it acted as a member of an

international organization.T3 Christol also had argued that
acceptance was facilitated by the general discussions

relating to liability for damages which had been brought up

7 1 sEE uN Doc À/6352, June 16,1966.
7 2 Korovin, 35.

73 This did not mean that international organízations were
being placed, from a Ìegaì- point of view, oñ the same
footing as state Parties to the Treaty, only that the
place of international organizations had to be recognized
and agreed upon. SEE UN DOC a/eC. 105/C. z/SR" 58, July
13 11966, 8.
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as early as 1962 in COPUOS meetings,Ta

British negotiators subsequently attempted to

readdress the question of legaI status of international
organízaLions. In their opinion, the status of statehood

would not be granted to international organizations, but

that they would remain subordinated to the substantive

authority appropriated to the regime that it emanated from.

This recognition was absolutely necessary on practical
grounds. Since there would be no attempt to irnpose

agreements on these organízations without their consent to

existing obligations. 7 s

Romania r^¡as not as wiJ.ling to accept the British
proposal, arguing that "in effect" the Article gave an

international organization status equal to that of states.

It maintained the view that international organizaLions were

not to be allowed the right to determine whether or not

inLernational law applied to themr âoy more than individuals
cou1d. The Soviet Union supported the Romanian position and

suggested that international organizations might act

independently because they had not signed the treaty.76

Christol , 249.

See also Christol assessment of the British proposal and
working paper no. 3 discussing specifically the proposal
which subsequently became Àrt icle XI I I of the 1967
Principles Treaty. 249-251.

Soviet representatives urged the assignment of a "double
responsibility" to assure states as members of these
organízations that they would be required to accept the
1967 Principles Treaty once signed. SEE UN DOC À/ÀC.
105/c. 2/sn. october 21,1966, 67.

74

75

76
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France and Àustralia remained in the western camp,

arguing for the acceptance of the gritish proposal. Swedish

and French representatives responded to the Soviet desire

for assignment of duties by arguing that international

organizations should equally be entitled to be recognized as

having 'rights'.77 Despite the attempts to have the British

representative clarify his position on the belief that the

Soviet Draft lacked a clear disLinction between rights and

duties, the Legal Sub-Committee decision from Àugust 4, 1966

remained in effect. Àlthough eritish Working No. 17 sought

to clarify the meaning of such vague terminology the Legal

Sub-Committee continued to favour the Soviet position,

suggesting that International Organizations had the duty of

obligation, but not the right to the benefits of their Outer

Space activities. T I Before the close of debate the British

representative pointed out the need to have a draft treaty

that provided a contractual document including a procedure

for signature and rat i f icat ion . 7 e

A1I states agreed that the treaty would e

ensure that all international organizaLions

regarded as an international juridical person. In

all agreed that the treaty was not to apply to int

organízaLions in some other way than to states"

ffectively
would be

addition,
e rnat i ona 1

In f inal

I ta1 ian77 Àrms Control Disarmament Àgencv Documents
working paper No. 27, Àugust 311966.

sEE UN DOC A/ AC. 1 05/C. z/Sa. 7
Oc tober ,21 ,1966 , 5 .

SEE UN DOc A/AC. 105/35 Annex, September

1 966

78

79

1 and

16,1966,

ÀDD 1,

15"
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form Àrticre xIII outrined the activities of juridical
persons as possessing a complete legaI personality, despite

the fact that a state possessed considerabry different
characteristics as a juridical entity" 8o

The United States position maintained that it would

remain skeptical of any agreement that attempted to excrude

the rights of internationar organizations. In the hearíngs

before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, U.N.

Àmbassador Goldbêr9r reaffirmed secretary of State Rusk's

position on the need to conclude debate, by producing a

provision that would not exempt internationaL organizations
from participating in outer space activities. To the

Àmerican negotiators, Àrticle XIII represented such an

acceptable agreement. The soviet Representatives had also
agreed that Article xrlr insured that international
organizations v¡ere to be responsible for their actions in

outer space and would accept the 1967 Outer Space Treaty as

a substantially binding lega1 statement.

During the United States process of ratifying the

Outer Space Treaty, Dembling and Arons argued that the

treaty did, in fact, require international organízations to
be 1ega11y responsible for all outer space activities.
Therefore acts of exploration, exploitation of resources and

the use of space areas would be contained under the

prescribed rules of conduct.

8o rbid., zs1 
"

States $¡ere also expected to
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compliance of an

international organ ization's behaviour. However, no clear

policy of action was outlined, nor was any attempt made to

anticipate the degree of force considered acceptable for
maintaining its authority" Sufficient power capable of

effecting behaviour !¡as not at issue; the 'right of

authority' h'as. Subsequently, the effort to maintain the

legitimacy of Lhe states remained a most salient unresolved

political issue"

Dembling and Àrons concluded that the absence of any

direction for action could require states to dissociate

themselves from any relationship *ith an organization that

violated the treaty. Article VI and XI I I could be

interpreted to mean that in absence of any clear guidelines

states would have little alternative, but to withdraw from

the treaty itself" Thus, the issue was not merely one of

the rights of signatories, nor an attempt by states to

assert excfusive control over the space environment. The

proposition that a treaty created obligations for states, as

r.¡e11 as internat ional organizat ions, could theref ore have

other intentions and purposes. The signing of a treaty by

states, over the recognition of a nerrr f rontier, was a f irst
attempt to prevent the existence of exclusive rights in

outer space. In reality the treaty was secured by the

states most capable of exercising the power to engage in

outer space activities. Its intent. h'as to substantiate the
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to have some

outer space

Publ ic i st interpretat ions

and intent ions therefore simila
COMffingIS pr inc iple could be

intergovernmental organ izaLi ons

its very position in the Treaty,

applicable to all articles
Therefore the RES COMMI¡NIS rule
as internat ional organ izaLions.

I 1 Whether the treaty
for determining a

of the negotiating history
rly suggest that the RES

extended to international
given that Àrticle II, by

must be understood to be

including Article XI I I .

applied to statesr âs well

can be said to be an effective method
law of outer space is questionable.

3.8 POLITICÀL IMPLICATIONS OF THE TREATY

The unanimous acceptance of UN General Assembly

Resolution 2222 (vff), December 19, 1966 overshadowed all
objections to the problems surrounding Article XIII. In its
finar wording Àrticle xrrl avoided specifying the details of

rights and duties of juridical persons. The state was

placed at the centre of responsibility for all activities in

outer space. Às consolation, both international
organizaLions and states r{ere entitled to claim rights of

the provisions of the Treaty, to the extent that these

rights were extended" Similarly they were also to be bound

by the duties stated by the Treaty. The traditional process

of imposing constraints, while determining the rights of
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states and other juridical persons presupposed a measure of

eguality existing between International Organízations and

states" By suggesting that states have the authority to act

as negotiating parties for international intergovernmental

organ ízations, the notion of constraining behaviour also

became the responsibility of states themselves.

International organ izaLions vrere therefore not considered

capable of engaging in outer space act ivi t ies unless

ass i sted by states . I nternat ional governmental and

international private organ ízations were assumed to be

incapable of acting consistenLly in the best ínLerest of

international peace and fair p1ay.82

Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty stated that

international organizations could engage in space activities
provided that compliance with the treaty would equally be

the responsibility of both the organizations and states.

This v¡as, of course, contingent upon the assurnption that the

states were signatories and that organizations v¡iIling1y

accept their role as subjects of states.83

82 The foregoing analysis has supported the Christol thesis
r+hich concludes that validity of the interpretations are
based on the fact that the Space Treaty assigned duties
to international intergovernmental organ izat ions as
juridical persons. In addition it also has supported the
Christol argument that these persons were not previously
consulted, nor did they have the po$¡er to sign the
Treaty.

83 M. Bourely, "The Contributions Made by International
Organizations to the Formation of Space Lawr" Journal of
Space Law (1982) : 1 54-1 55.
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The Outer Space Treaty attempted to outLine the

formal basis of activity in outer space with the intention
of seeking assurances that state activities and expenditures

are vouchsafed"

suggests that

The prohibitory terminology utilized,
neither states, nor international

organízations could legitimately appropriate any part of the

space environment for their exclusive use. In addition,
neither party is able to legitimately exercise the exclusive

authority necessary to enact 1aws, grant rights or transfer
authority to other juridical or natural persons. AIl

attempts were made to protect outer space from a doctrine of

excLusivity which has prevailed throughout mankind's history
of exploration, exploitation and conquest of territory. By

introducing the rule of inclusivity, the 1967 Outer Space

Treaty countered the political events of the past in an

effort to assure the equitable sharing of all resources by

the ma jority of Earth States" The RES COMMIJNIS principle's
chief purpose therefore, contradicts the previous behaviour

of states by attempting to guarantee the rights of alI
signatories to outer space resources. The treaty's initial
appeal for the development of outer space "exclusively for
peaceful purposes" subsequently, remains an ideat statement

of hope.
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?o INTERÌ{ÀTIONÂL LAW A,$D POLÏTTCAL REA,LTTY

Subsequentty, United Nation General Assembly (U¡¡Ca)

resolutions have become the formal basis for the development

of a mutually prescriptive international policy. These

statements of intent have set out general principles, making

the constituent elements of international relations more

easily apparent for all states to interpret" Unfortunately

these agreements also increase the complexity of relations
between states and provide opportunities for

misunderstanding and disagreement " Of particular interest
is the Brown and Fabian suggestion thac any vague obligation
in the 1967 Outer Space Treaty is controlled by those who

build and put up the hardware and design the software.

Simply, it is the space-capable actors who are interpreting
their obligation to the rest of the international society

and resist any authoritative external direction over their
activities. s a

International Outer Space law based upon customs that

have been transferred from other areas of state intercourse

are inherently dynamic and subject to constant demands for

alteration. The 1967 Outer Space Treaty, oD the other hand,

rvas only in part created by the application of customs Lo

the formulation of Iaw, Since space activities had only

begun to be a part of the affairs of states, outer space law

a4 S" Brown, and
Accountabl ilty in
Security 29, no. 2

I . L. Fabian,
Nonterrestrial Realms,
, (1975): 872-892"

"Toward Mutual
" I nternational
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was in fact the product of general principles, rather Lhan

customary activities. Although a substantial set of rules

for governing the behaviour of states was generated by such

a method of formulation the role of customary behaviour

cannot be easily interpreted, except to argue that some form

of customary behaviour always guides policy decisions.s5

The United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of

Outer Space was recognized as the preliminary debating arena

in the establishment of an international- outer space policy
which would be composed of constitutive elements of an

international outer space regime.86 International law is
among other things a future oriented policy process that
provides states with a framework for pursuing strategies in

their search for non coercive means of influence in their
relations with each other.87 International law is therefore,
the product of exchanging opinions that ordinarily arise
when states attempt to outline individual geopolitical areas

of interest. States often formulate policies with

Bin Cheng "The Legal Regime of Airspace and Outer Space:
The Boundary Problem Functionalism versus Spatialism: The
Major Problems r " Ànnals of Air and Space Law 1 980,(t"lontreaI, P.Q. , McGill University) : 323-361 .

Menter points out that the 1967 Outer Space Treaty
actually consisted of provisions of prior pertinent UNGA
Resolutions because space activities were intended to be
in accordance with international laws and in the best
interests of those state's desiring to maintain
international peace and security by promoting
international cooperation and understanding. 582-583.

87 ÀImond, Harry "Arms Control, International La+¡ and Outer
Space", eds. Uri Ra'anan and Robert L., PfalLzgraff. Jr.
International Securitv Dimension of Space (goston, Mass:
Àrchon Books, 1 984 ) , 221-251 .

85

86
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independent priorities to identi fy national interests,
without attempting to clarify reasons for these decisions

when the act ions are of geostrategic importance.

International law could provide states with the necessary

channels of communicat ion to clearly outl ine pos i t ions

regarding issues arising from the actions of individual

states or organ izaLions. I I

International juridical theorists generally assert

that all sovereign states are reguired to coexist v¡ithin a

given area that is both limited and confined by common

boundaries that are often only loosely defined"

International law, in turn has evolved because of the need

to create operative rules to facilitate relations between

states at any particular moment of time. Nation states have

then attempted to clarify policy intentions by striving to

outline a 'statement of intent' through the legitimate

formulation of treaties, conventions, or international
agreement s .

Juridical interpretations of the the main principles
put forward in the Outer Space Treaty provide a

comprehensive theoretical review of the divergence in
opinions, but it generally fails to effectively address the

political priorities of space active nations. Negotiations

regarding the content of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty have

created a pol-itical environment in which astro-political

88 McDougal, Lasswel1, and Vlasic, 646-668
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thought is able to evolve. The renaining questions now must

address details concerning policy decisions and legal
jurisdiction of the outer space regime.ss Although in strict
legal terms it is unclear whether such a phrase refers to

casual or temporary use or whether it refers to permanent

use in political terms the exercise of sovereign rights such

as the appropriation of resources available on passing

asteroids or on other celestial bodies will certainly have a

political effect on international reLations.

Proponents of the publicist school-, like Stephen

Gorove and Carl Christol are less concerned with demarcation

and more actively interested in the political implications
of international agreements. They have argued that these

expressions can only be understood by contrasting the

wording of Article II in this case, with the negotiating

history and general intenL of the international agreement.

The lack of a precise definition restricts sound analytic
judgements which in turn requires extended comment regarding

the circumstances and the meaning of terminology.so The

scholarly effort determined to bring to Iight the 'real'
meaning of the principal articles put forward in the 1967

89 Recent1y, a leading American jurist, S. Gorove in "The
Future of Space Lawr" Journal of International Affairs
39 , no. 1 ( Summer 1 985 ) pointed to other areas of
ambiguity suggesting that the wording and expressions put
forward Article II of the Outer Space Treaty such as
"national appropriation" and "by any other means" does
not lend themselves easily to interpretation. Because
the terminology is so imprecise words such as "naLional
appropriation" can have several meanings. 170.

Christol , 242-244 "
90
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Outer Space Treaty and other related outer space treaties is
unfortunately, to a great extent devoid of any reference to
poì.iticaI history or the subsequent implications"

Simply r âD international jurist attempts to

understand the meaning of international treaties by

outlining the potential conseguences of logical ambiguity.

In an effort to extract the 'real' meaning of an

international agreement, the expert must narrowly focus on

definitions pertaining to the wording in the articles.
Rather than focusing on a functional or spatial debate

surrounding the demarcation of air space and outer space

"publicist" and "literalisL" interpretations of the 1967

Outer Space Treaty attempt to identify policy implications
of the international treaty. Pronouncements of

international jurists and policy-makers regarding particular
aspects of the space treaty therefore help to define the

policy directions which in turn affect the development of

international space relations.

3,10 CONCLT'DING REMARKS

Àn analysis of the Treaty has required the

recognition of two necessary suppositions" First, the Outer

Space Treaty had to be recognized by at least its
signatories as the primary source of international space

law. Second, the formulation of any treaty had to recognize

the possibility of conflict between sources of authority and



the treaty itself.

1 '16

Despite the limitations of the 1967

Outer Space Treaty, this chapter has argued that rregotiators

considered the process of making an international treaty
concerning space activities to be a traditional step to

establishing international rights, duties, and prohibitions

necessary for states active in Outer Space. FinaIly, also

evident from the outcome of the process is the prerogative

of. the United Nations to modify the rights and duties of

states and international intergovernmental organizational

activities in the future.

This chapter has attempted to address the specific

legal issues raised by the juridical community of scholars

regarding the 1967 Outer Space Treaty. LittIe direct
discussion of Lhe political or policy implications of the

treaty has taken p1ace, except to say that there has been

considerable disagreement over the precise content of the

treaty principles. In essence, these principles have not

only affected the political development of an outer space

regime, but also have raised numerous important questions

regarding the strategic concerns of space politics. The

following chapter wiIl therefore, outline these various

questions affecting the formul-ation of an outer space

pol icy.

Jurists have argued that international law can

found throughout recorded history and in many cases law

be

is
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Contemporary relations between states tend to

reflect either a pragmatic state policy or an existing
ideology that has its foundation in the rninds of the

decision-makers at the time. The 1967 Outer Space Treaty

and space law in general, represent the actual will of the

gLobal community of states rather than independent foreign

policy inítiatives. Outer space politics consists of state

activities and prescribed rules of action" This combination

of rules and activities establishes the primary area of

theoretical inquiry, for the political scientist attempting

to evaluate outer space as a place of strategic activity.

Unlike domestic law, international law must take

special notice of the relationship between necessity and

morality, as well as the meaning of justice and evidence, âs

it attempts to fuIfill its obligations. rhis necessity sets

Iaw apart from the state, which is only required to act as

an authoritative representative guided by the need to

protect it's people. while legal guidelines attempt to

comprehensively combine all the properties of the thing
(phenomenology) as a moment of reality which combines human

perceptions of social consciousness r¡ith the historical
traditions of relations between states, policy decisions

simply attempt to control state activities in order to

minimize any potential damaging actions. International law

and foreign policy are like two different sides of one coin,

s1 Manfred Lachs,
Martinus Nijhoff

The TeacherjsezT. in International- Law (Boston:
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the other together to form one complete whole 
"

of astro politics these two sides similarly
create one coherent body of thought which

evolve in two different directions.



ChapÈer IV

OT.TTER SPACE POLICY - CONCLUSION

An interpretation of space politics has required an

analysis of the events, the draft proposals, as well as the

negot iat ions leading to the 1967 Outer Space Treaty.

Ànalyzing the structure of this nehT outer space regime has

led to identifying the political, strategic and legal-

implications surrounding policy-maker's decisions to

development a space pol icy. I n turn r sc ient i f ic and

technological innovations have influenced the political
dec ision-making process and the lega1 issues that
contr i buted to the establ i shment of an internat ional

agreement regarding space activities. Scientific discovery

and national security policy activities in simple terms,

represents the culmination of conflicting Cold War concerns.

An analysis of the initial developments pertaining to

the c reat ion of c ivi I ian-mi 1 itary space programs has

provided significant insight into the motives behind the

call for assured rights of access. Limited attention has

been devoted to an analysis of how the outer space treaty
has affected political and rnilitary conduct in space" This

work seeks to encourage strategic analysts of international
relations to recognize the importance of international space

119
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lav¡. 1

From a military point of viev¡, rockets carrying

nucl-ear explosives v¡ere also capable of travelling around

the Earth and measures were required for ensuring national

security" During the negotiations non-active space po\^¡ers

were concerned with protecting theit rights to space at a

later date, while states incapable of engaging in any form

of space activity used the negotiations to present their
concerns though their suggestions rarely influenced the

final texts of the agreements.2

4"1 REALIST AND IDEALIST TRÀDITIONS

In the past, Grotian and structural realist theories

of international regimes have been capable of accounting for
internat ional relations. 3 Àdvocates of the

1 Philip D. O'Nei1, Jr. "The Development of International
Law Govern ing the Mi 1i tary Use of Outer Space , " ed. f^7.

Durch, The Militarv Use of Space (Cambridge: Ballinger
Publishing Co., 1984), 169-200.

2 The premises that "the state that holds power, makes the
ru1es" and "one must know the rules, before one can break
them," has been the essential driving force behind the
formulation of international outer space regr.me.
Following such a line of reasoning requires an analysis of
the linkages between policies being formulated for
national security purposes, and the creation of laws to
protect a states national interests"

3 As exemplified in Chapter I II , juridical interpretations
of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty have primarily focused on
questions of sovereign rights, the necessity of
delineating air space and outer space, the use and
non-appropriation of outer space and celesti.al bodies, the
peaceful nature of space activities, regulating the
exploitation of resources and the recognition of national
obligations. The debate over political directives
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structural-realist theory of international relations have

argued that historical factors and contemporary political
exigencies define political reality" Essentially policies
are formulated using perceptions from the past to define the

existing international system. Such a simplistic method of

policy formulaLion unfortunately is longer sufficient in an

era of state technocratizaLion.4

Technological superiority in outer space has affected

traditional strategies concerned with identifying the

national interests and the national security priorities of

the superpowers. Àstro-po1 i t ic s must be capable of

synthesizing both realist and idealist theories of

international relations" Neither realist nor idealist
interpretat ions of internat ional relat ions have fully
accounted for the development of the outer space regime;

however, by attempting to do so astro-political thought has

shown that traditional realist interpretations of

international relations attribute outer space developments

to national security concerns, while idealist theories focus

on issues of national interest surrounding the evolution of

the nation-state system. Essentially this analysis of outer

affecting the creation of an outer space regime has relied
on arguments concerning a state's traditional right to
claim sovereignty. Space activities have also
demonstrated that there is a pronounced need to develop an
international agreement to protect active and non-active
states.

a Ernst B. Haas, "Is there a Hole in the Whole? Knor+J-edge,
Technology, Interdependence and the Construction of
International Regimes r " International Orqanízation 29,
no.2 (raIl 1975): 872-875.
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space politics has atternpted to account for national

security concerns influenc ing a policy-maker' s percept ions

and national- interests that influence domestic priorities. 5

Interstate competition centered on the introduction

of new Lechnology and the pursuit of international prestige

has dramatically altered the way policy-makers have viewed

the issue of sovereign rights" In a contemporary

post-industrial technologically-driven soc iety this has

resul-ted in policy decisions that disregard international
l-a'n¡ as an important element in internat ional space

relations.6 American space law theorists have arþued that

developing an international outer space legaI regirne has in

essence, introduced critical priorities for developing

meaningful legal princ iples which provide substance to

international relations by expanding, in particular,

traditional notions surrounding a state's claim to sovereign

5 Kenneth N. Wa1tz, Theory of International Politics
(Reading, Ì'fa. : Àddison-tiesley Pub. Co. , 1979) . In
accordance with Waltz's view of formulating theories of
international relations this thesis has attempted to
integrate the contemporary evolution of events with
traditional theories of international relations.

6 Às relations between states have become more complex,
however, international law has gained more acceptance,
thereby acquiring a renewed sense of meaning for most
states. International outer space law in particular, has
encouraged states vlithout any concrete space program to
become active in developing international space policies.
In addition, the message communicated through negotiations
relating to space activities resulted in United Nation
General Àssembly resolutions that called for the
development of outer space as "the province of all
mankind" and to be used "exclusively for peaceful
purposes " .



r ights. 7 The attempt to

international outer space trea

establishrnent of an international
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introduce a substantial

ty has resulted in the

outer space regime.s

Traditional models of international regimes have

stated that economic interdependence and technological

change during this decade has made existing regimes

obsolete " Contemporary international regimes have been

reconstructed to adapt to changing economic and

technological realities which in many cases is based upon

domestic political demands for a rising standard of tiving.s
A model based solely on economic processes is, however,

incomplete until it combines a povrer structure explanation

and an international organizaLional model which recognizes

that linkages are created between military-security issues

and economic concerns" The power structure model assumes

that nat ional secur i ty i s a pr ior i ty , whi Ie the

international organization model- assumes that a set of

networks, norms and institutions are the most important

elements of an international regime. The issue

7 Goldman, 191-197"

Robert O. Keohane & Joseph S. Nye, Power &
InterdeÞendence: World Politics in Transition (Boston:
Little Brown & Co., 1977 ) eccording to Keohane and Nye
"...sets of
relat ionships

governing arrangements
of interdependence

that af fect
are known AS

international regimes. These inLernational regimes may be
incorporated into interstate agreements or treaties that
create policies such as the international monetary
arrangements developed at Bretton Woods in 1944r oF they
evolve from proposed formal arrangements . 19-22.

rbid" , 39-40.
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structrualist theory is also capable of evaluating

international activities, in general it posits that specific
issues contribute to the development of international
regimes.l0 Àdvocates of the power structure model have also

contended that all acts performed by states have been driven

by Hobbesian dogma advocating that human nature creates a

heirarchy of pov¡erful states which dominate weaker ones.

According to this realist paradigm, states must be capable

of accurately identifying national security priorities based

on a pragmatic assessment of the issues and must possess the

poÌ.rer to use f orce r 1

A theory of outer space politics necessarily must

account for the poyrer politics paradigm which is central to

the critical-realist view of international relations
evolving in this thesis.12 New realities have evolved well

beyond the "revisionist thesis", of Rostow and Morgenthau

1o rbid., 42-58.
11 rbid., 42-46.
't z By synthesizing the traditional debate, astro-political

thought has analyzed the decision-making conLext
influencing the development of the international outer
space regime. One of the apparent results of this
analysis is a call for an expansion of the existing
analytic tradition. Outer space activities have caused
international relations to evolve at an increasingl-y
rapid pace, while traditional theories have not accounted
for the new astro-political arena. By ascribing to a
simplistic ideology of calculative dominance, the
ideal i st , as well as the realist theories of
international relations have failed to realize that both
essentially derive the same conclusions regarding a
definition of international relations. Àt the same time,
both theories have failed to recognize the necessary
engagement between reality and ideology surrounding outer
space activities.
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which proposed that post war diplomacy resulted from a clash

between American "universal-ism" and e "sphere of influence"

approach that was as natural for Churchill as it v¡as for

StaIin. 1 s Subsequently, outer space activities have also

surpassed Arthur Schlesinger Jr.'s perception that the

development of outer space was a response to communist

aggression. 1 a

The relationship between economic self-interest,
international 1aw, and the process of treaty-making,

initially facilitated the development of national interests

between states. 1 s In the United Nations, state

representatives began to call for treaties to explain and

identify the rules by which such areas could be exploited.

Predominantly these rules came from weaker nations concerned

with losing territory and economic around to the Iarger,

w.w. Rostow, The Diffusion of Power - An Essay in Recent
Historv, (Ner+ York, The Macmillan Company, 1972), 7-9.

Ibid. Complex theories identifying national interests
brought to bear in both Washington and Moscow during the
crystalization of contemporary CoId War relations,
continues to be critical to the development of an outer
space regime. 8-9.

Àccording to Manfred Lachs, The Law of Outer Space: An
Experience in Contemporary Law-Makinq the need for a
continental defense strategy introduced a new era of
territoriality, when the sea became a central arena of
concern to strategic planners. After the Second World
War, parts of the sea also came under control of those
states which felt that there was a need to ensure an
adequate defense. In Africa, Latin, and South America
multi-national corporations, predominantly from the
United States, secured the mineral rights in an effort
rebuild the economies of Britain, France, ItaIy, and
Germany. By 1948, state competition to rebuild
individual economies resulted in Lhe search for great
wealth in the South pole and under the oceans " 6-27 "

13

'l 4

15
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more powerful states engaged in fierce economic competition.

Technological innovation and scientific research became the

tools of industrial nations attempting to secure the

resources necessary to ensure economic growth" Strategic

and economic concerns encouraged the super-powers to

initiate a geopolitical struggle for the right to use

territory previously perceived to be unaccessible.

Through a process of elimination, outer space became

the one area of great importance yet to be claimed or

explored. Initially outer space did not appear to offer any

particular resources which could be translated into national

economic interests. Outer space simply vras strategically
important since the evolution of the cold r¡¡ar struggle for
territory and the need to secure information about another

state. Àt the same time, the ability to go inLo space

became symbolically important in an era of technological and

scientific revolutions. Thus, the race toward conquering

outer space began without any clearly articulated claims of

intention. States simply initiated major programs to
invest igate outer space behind the closed doors of

government secrecy. l 6

Daniel deudney,
Po1icy II, No.

"Forging Missiles into
2, (Spring 1985): 299"

16 Spaceships, " r^rorId
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4.2 POTITICAL CONSEOUENCES OF THE SPACE AGENÐA

Theories suggesting that space contained enormous

quantities of minerals and the possibility of increasing

international prestige made outer space an even greater

prize for the two superpo$¡ers capable of launching rockets

into low earth orbiL.17 Optimal strategies for maintaining

their globa1 superpower status were developed by

i ncorporat ing economi c / sc i ent i f ic , and mi t i tary / pol-i t ical
realities that related to internal necessity, rather than an

ideology of global i sm in establ i shing the outer space

regime. l I In an attempt to contain military concerns that

advocated the development of nuclear v¡eapons in space,

members of the United Nations General Àssembly encouraged

all states to share in the wealth and knowledge to be found

exploring outer space by quickly joining in signing the 1967

Outer Space Treaty. 1 s

rn the case of the 1967

apparent that the negotiations

restricting the military uses

Outer Space Treaty it became

had an immediate effect on

of space, on limiting the

l7

18

Klaus Knorr, Outer Space in Ï^rorld Politics (¡¡ew York, New
York: Frederick Praeger Publishers, 1963), 121"

Ian Miles and M. Schwarz, "ÀIternative Space Futures: The
Next Quarter-Century" Futures 14, no. 5 (October 1982).
Their method of future forecasting attempts to prepare
negotiators responsible for the formation of outer space
policy arguing that international agreements are affected
by the same critical forces affecting strategic
decisions. 346-352.

Maxwell Cohen, Law and Politics in Space (¡Aontreal,
Quebec: McGi1l University Press, 1964).

ts



formulating a coherent outer space policy during the Cold

War period. During this era the first discussions regarding

the need to develop a space based defensive system for the

future were afso introduced.2o Àn international policy of

international cooperation between the Soviet Uníon and the

United States was not a commonly accepted policy regarding

superpower relations. From the moment of ratification,
however , the Outer Space Treaty signi f icantly altered

relations between states and international law.21

The technological struggle between states capabie of

engaging in space exploration has created a new global

system that has forced political scientists to re-evaluate

theories of international relations. Policy-makers have

aIso, altered political and juridical systems by revising

oId theories of international relations and international
Iaw.22 A series of novel contemporary policies developed by

Àmerican policy-makers resulted in the creation of numerous

commercial development of

outer space exploration"

128

outer space and on encouraging

PoIiticaI concerns contributed to

Souls,
Mi she

Administratioq of Space
@niGrsitv or

20 P. Mishe, Star Wars and the State of
(uinneapolis, 

-Minn.: 
winston press, lgaq

Ourl.
presents a comprehensive discussion of the Strategic
Defense lnitiative as a daily topic of media interest,
and relates the contemporary debate to its historical
origins. These origins are traced back to the early
debates of the 1 960s when Congress called for the
Pentagon to develop a strategy to ensure national
security priorities.

21

22

Steinberg , 95.

Mi Ies E. I nternat ional
Exploration and Exploitation 8
Denver Press, 1970-1971) .
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government departments concerned with space transportation,
commerce, and security" 23 Multinational corporations and

non-governmentaf internat ional organ i zat ions have aÌso

devoLed increased resources to facilitating a state's
ability to use space technology.z 4 edditional policies
affecting organizaLions promoting satellite communications

and remote sensing data acquisition in the .1960's and 1970's

have assumed a greater private role, while new social and

economic exigencies such as micro-gravity experiments, the

expendible launch vehicle industry, and industrial space

facilities have become the concern of policy-makers in the

1 990' s.

Rather than expanding internat ional cooperat ion

through a global integration of the international political
system, the priorities of the superpowers have focused upon

the need to maintain hegemony, whi le developing new

technologies to ensure that national security requirements

are met.2s Recognition of this nevr form of political reality
has subsequently facilitated the development of defense

policies such as the strategic defense initiative (Sof )

James Bamford, The Puzzle Palace: À Report on America's
Most Secret Aqency (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1982) 

"

Office of Technology Àssessment, International
Cooperation and Cornpetition in Civilian Space Proqrams
(washington: Government Printing Office, 1984).

Marcia Smith, Space Activiti of the 9.S., USSR and
ns 1 957-1 984, StaffOther Lrar¡rrçli¡:g

Session,
957-1984, Staff
Document 92-52,

on Àeronautical and Space
Government Printing Office,

,a

24

25

Report-92nd Congress, 1 st
prepared for The Committee
Sciences, (I,¡ashington D.C.,
198s).
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programs reguiring nuclear power sources, as well as the

deployment of directed energy and kinetic energy weapon

systems. 2 6 New weapcn systems however , are simply an

extension of traditional terrestrial strategies to include

battle management in space. The attempt to raise the

national security debate to the level of strategic space

doctrine and the attempt to control- the geostationary

orbital allocation spaces for communication satellites, has

caused representatives from developing states to caIl for

treat ies that recognize the soverei gn r ight to extend

territorial boundaries as far as GEOS, 221300 miles above

the earth. 2 7

The pursuit of national interests and international
security, as well as the formation of outer space law has

been supported by a combination of traditional colonial
values and a novef post-modern "space race" ideology that
has encouraged competition for international prestige within
a national security f ramer,¡ork. These concerns have been

conceived to be politically rnotivated and incrementally

26 S. Drel1, P. Farley, and
Strateqic Defense Initiative:
Arms Control Àssessment (Cambr
1984).

D, Holloway, The Reagan
A Technical, PoIiticaI and

idge: BaIlinger Publ-ishing,

27 B. Jasani, Outer Space-À New Dimension of the Àrms Race
(Cambridge:Ballinger Publishingg Co. , 1982) " See also
'The Bogata Declaration' for additional information on
the official statement concerned with the division of
geosynchronous orbit between Lhe North and South. In
essence equatorial nations have been concerned with their
ability to control parts of GEOS which direclly affect
the monitoring and control of communication satellites
over their territory.
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driven by short term technological advances, at the expense

of a carefully planned cooperative program of space

research, exploration and commercial development with a long

time horizon.2s Thus, traditional perceptions of vast

unconguered resources in outer space have given vray to the

development of a technologically advanced outer space

regime" The formation of a nev¡ outer space regime has

subsequently required an enormous effort by all actors

involved: governments, private enterprise,
intergovernmental organízations a1ike.

and

Cooperation between the United States and the Soviet

Union over interpretations of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty

regarding juridical- rights concerning economic issues has

generally been considered a salient political issue, while

competition over national interests and other security

concerns associated with the notion of maintaining political
povrer has become a matter of high politics.2s deudney has

also posited that the most significant impact on the

strategic balance of power and a gathering of momentum

toward nuclear war today, arises from the Superpower "cold

vrar" in space.3o Policy-makers, strategists and planners are

particuJ-arIy interested in the variety of interpretations
arising from the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, and the positions

28

ao

30

D" Deudney, Space: The Hiqh
Worldwatch Paper Series, no. 50

D. Deudney, " Forging Missiles
Policy II, no.2 (Spring 1985):

Frontier in Perspective,
Gugust 1982)

into Spaceships, " WorId
27 1 -303 .
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offered by each of the major space poÞ¡ers presented through

the writings of international jurists " 
s1 The Outer Space

Treaty is then an important example of the way political
negot iat i ons and technological developments a f fect
international the 1egal obligations implied in outer space

relat ions.

4.3 THE OTTTER SPACE REGIB4EIS FOT'NDÃTION

In the contemporary technocratic state, national

interests are evaluated in conjunction with national

security concerns. Rather than having only military experts

evaluate a state's security requirements, technocrats and

scientists have guantative criteria to objectively determine

strategic requirements. This has created a broader

interpretation of hor¡ state activities must be carried out

to protect the national policies in an emerging g1oba1

soc iety of states. Às in the case of territorial
delineation of outer space and air space, technological

necessity finds itself responsible for the daily decisions

of the state. Similar1y, in the case of sovereign rights,
space vehicles do not really violate territorial integrity
because the earth's constant rotation means that the

traditional concept of sovereignty cannot

action is directed tor.rard the reali
be

SA

applied. This

tion that the

31 T,IilIiam Durch National Interests Aird the Military Uses of
Space identifies the differerrce between customarV faw anA
positive law as a function of securing rights through
agreements or treaties, rather than through lengthy
practice " 7-9.
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traditional mechanistic conceptions of international rights

can no longer be easily applied in an analysis of the

contemporary international outer space regime.

National secur i ty , and i ssues a f fect ing the

development of outer space, have become centraf concerns to

government representat ives as weIl as mult inational
enterpr i ses . Today the question being asked is; "Wil-1

America become the Portugal of outer space, opening up new

routes that will eventually be exploited by others?"92 On

the one hand, astropolitics has been regarded as a matter of

will or the clash of separate wills. À treaLy or contract

between these wi1ls has been necessary for enabling 'space

active' states to development the space environment to the

extent that it is. International law affects states and its
formulation represents policy-makers perceptions which are a

direct reflection of mechanisms within the state itseIf.3 3

International law of outer space similarly has evolved from

a human i st ic alobal i st ideology and a respect for

constitutionat tradition.3a While its representationaf base

continues to expand outward,

increasingly becomes a matter

the decision-making process

of bureaucratic concern" As

32 G. Reynolds and Robert Meyers, "Toward and Industrial
PoJ-icy for Outer Space: Problems and Prospects of the
Commercial Launch IndustFyr" Jurimetrics Journal 29 (f'a1t
1988): 34.

Statehood rests upon the simple mechanisms developed by
the state' s admini strat ive structure and therefore ,
remains dependent traditional hierarchic perceptions of
national interests and security.

Joanne I. Gabrynowicz

JJ

34
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international space lav¡ continues to assume a greater role

in the exercise of interstate relations, the mechanisms to

encourage state activities become more predominant in a

technological era.

In the past history of interstate relations, human

interests within the western democratic tradition had to be

necessarily consistent with universal principles in the

international system. The state was simply the tool that

unified the particular needs of. society and the universal

goals of humanity" It was required to hold the two needs

together by political action, which in a traditional sense

was when there was unity between the internal constitution
of the state and its external presencer âcting ín the best

interests of sovereignty.3s The recognition of the need to

protect a state's national interests and national security

concerns became the only correct form of political action.

In the case of outer space activities, the United

States and the Soviet Union were the only states capable of

determining the direction of progress. PoI icy-maker' s

efforLs to raise the certainty of effective decision-making

lead to the development of a mechanical perceptual apparatus

which would alert the policy-makers to the need for changes

in the mechanism.36 The United States maintained that the

35

50

Manfred Lachs
Contemporary
Publ i shers, 1

I nternat i onal
as parties to

, The Law of Outer Space - Àn Experience in
Law-Makinq (¡¡etherlands: Sijhoff-Leiden

972) "

treaties operate effectively only as long
the treaty have in their best interest to
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right to access needed to be assured, and hence did

everything possible to ensure that it would be able Lo

develop as a space power. The Soviet Union, oD the other

hand, had been maintained by a ruling bureaucratic eIite"
Soviet representatives realized Lhat the first state to

prepare a draft treaty would have a greater influence

regarding the enactment of international programs" Soviet

representatives were therefore, most concerned with

restricting the development of outer space, and called for

numerous articles to control the actions of multi-nationals
and states.sT In an effort to protect their interests, both

states proposed a series of draft treaties to insure that

their domest ic needs would be protected. What was

originally set out as international in scope, eventually

would be reduced to the municipal level, but such a process

woul-d require decades of activity.

The community of states that have grown to accept the

mechanisms of the world political system have risen

consistently in number of the years. Às international space

law is allowed to evolve, each state has begun to find an

opportunity to comrnunicate domestic goals to the assembly of

nations. Àlthough, the United Nations General Assembly has

maintain the agreement. Às in
Space Treaty, the democratic
United Nations charged state
task of. determining the un

the case of the Outer
process endemic to the

representatives with the
iversal goals for the

international community.

s7 G" Gerasimov, KeeÞ Space Weapons Free (Moscow: Novosti
Press: 1984).
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often been criticized for being an ineffective institution,
the organization remains the only entity capable of guickly

reaching many states. For international law has yet to be

recognized as law in the legal sense" Às L" ÀIexidze has

argued, international law, as positive law, can only exist
as an aggregate of the national law precepts.3s

The pursuit of sovereign righLs has similarly been

brought to a critical juncture in a world of rapid

technol-ogical change. Where no reaL author i tat i ve

guidelines once existed, today international outer space law

has introduced principles for determining the rights of

states. Historically, state's regarded international law as

another means for protecting national i nterest s .

Jurisdiction could not readily be supported by any formal

rules of morality, subsequently, legitimacy was dependent

upon contradictory belief systems supported by individuals
existing within other communities around the world. l,ilithout

the proper means to mediate the universal needs of states

and the particular interests of each state, War became the

accepted means of settling various territorial differences.

The past history of international relations reveals that

imperialist or communist expansionism is fueled by a

perception of territorial Iirnitations. It is maintained by

the realization that these limitations require an

increasingly sophisticated technology if a state is to

3 I L. Alexidze ,
Law (tUitisi:

Some Theoretical Problems of
Tbilisi University Press, 1982

InternationalT:Ñ



achieve the l-eve1

existence.3s

of security necessary for

137

protecting its

In formulating outer space laws the strategy of

international cooperation grew to be more acceptable, with

the creation of a constitutional system for governing global

and domestic politics" International relations after World

War I I , increasingly relied upon the United Nations to

provide the foundational principles necessary for developing

an international system" WhiIe the excessive destructive

potential of a nucl-ear war, also made the mechanisms for

world order increasingly necessary. By integrating

individual interests with the perception of international
prestige, political theorists argued that the underlying

mechanisms of the international system were becoming

apparent. PoliticaI scientists however, continued to

maintain a cautious position arguing that in a world of

uncertainty, only the most powerful states would survive.4o

This cautious concern endorsed a theory identifying space as

the new 'high ground' of critical importance.4 1

3s Michael Howard, The Causes of Wars (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2nd ed., 1984), 104.

40 In "Space is not a Sanctuaryr" Colin Grey notes that the
weaponized 'High Frontier' may be science fiction today,
but its prophets may weII have a clearer and more
intelligent strategic vision that is 'responsible' or
fashionable to admit. 138.

41 T. Karas The New Hiqh Ground - Systems and Weapons (¡¡ew
York, N.Y.: New English Library, 1983). 4-10.
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International Outer Space Lar¡ could only come about

from states desiring to comprehend the intentions of other

states engaged in outer space activities " Once

international jurists were able to demonstrate that the

traditional concept of international law could be changed by

introducing a ner.¡ round of treaty Iaw, jurists began to

argue that states could no longer regard War as the ultimate
test of legit imacy. a 2 I f there actually was an evolving

hierarchy within hisLory, as there $¡as throughout nature,

then the state might also become in time the pinnacle of the

technocratization of international relations.

By outlining the politics of international outer

space Iaw, astro-polit.ical thought has argued that strategic
doctrine and political necessity have stretched beyond

terrestrial confines. Essentially, activities occurring in
orbitat space (aIso ca1led inner space) are of immediate

concern, but the foundational principles over a longer

period of time will alter the traditional interstate
relationships presently common in international outer space

relations. By seeking to understand how the constitutive
principles of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty relate to each

other historically and phenomenologically, astro-political
thought has also attempted to comprehend the meaning of the

principles affecting outer space activities, international
relations and international Iaw.

42 H. Qizhi, "The Militarization of Outer Space and Legal
Controlsr" The Ànnals of Air and Space Law X (Uontreal,
P.Q.: Mccil1 University Press, 1984) , 440-441.
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Rather than simply accepting that a international

system of rel-at ions exists, astro-po1 itical thought has

attempted to present a contemporary evaluation of factors

influencing negotiations Ieading to the 1967 Outer Space

Treaty. An analysis of foundational principles has provided

a description of the international system that accounts for

the perceptions of policy-makers affecting the development

of space activities" International law is the critical

component of this analysis, because the conclusions put

forward suggest that the tradi t ional- not ions of

international relations have become altered by a state's

ability to engage in outer space activities" The politics

of the past can still be applied to understanding the space

politics of the future, but the theory of astro-politics

suggests that an analysis of international relations must

now be capable of addressing the problems of international

outer space activities. 43

International outer space law provides the legitimate

foundation for a state's existence in outer space, but at

the same moment weakens the power of the state internally.

Methodological questions have been raised in an attempt to

ask what is an accurate description of the present era and

how do interpretations of outer space law affect an analysis

of international space politics. The theoretical

foundations of astro-political thought represenLed in the

4 3 Nicolas Mateesco-Matte,
Tomorrov¡, " The Ànna1s of Ai r
P.Q.: McGill University Press

"Space Policy Today and
and Space Law IV (Montreal,

, 1979), 567-615.
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1967 Outer Space Treaty subsequently, have shown that

substantial changes in the international system can occur

when states expand their activities into a nevr region"

Through the evolutionary process the state gradually over

time al-ters its priorities from national security concerns

to one of expanded national interest, where economic

priorities determine international relations.

In the contemporary era, traditional rationalizations
of the Clauswitzian assumption that war is a means of

continuing a necessary form of political policy and the

Grotian assumption that war provides a justification for

existence of international law must be questioned. The

theory of astro-politics has not disregarded this argument,

but has attempted to suggest that r{ar in space will be a

possible scenario if international outer space law fails to

restrict the development of vreapon systems in outer space.

War has traditionally, been equated with the evolution of

world politics and a restoration of order. Today, given the

potential force of a nuclear conflict scenario could have

such catastrophic consequences that War can no longer be

accepted as pragmatic solution to East - l,lest disagreements.

Nucl-ear war, unlike war in the historical sense, has become

an increasing impossibility" 4 a The universal acceptance of

the potentialJ-y destructive capacity of a technologically

advanced war appeals to the logic of human reason which also

44 R. Jastrow,
Little Brown

How to Make
& Company,

NuclearleBil weapons Obsolete (Boston:
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produced these vJeapons of mass destruction. a s

& " 4 Ti{E PI{ENOMEBIOLOGY OF AN OUTER SPACE REGIffi

In the present era, the multinational enterprise
(u¡u) nas surfaced as a capable and flexible instrument of

power. However, by according such status to thi s

rel-ationship the state has had to recognize the realities of

a power sharing relationship.ot AIthough, both states and

MNEs have goals of a similar nature, the question of

sovereignty and to what extent states have jurisdiction over

the action of the enterprises has placed international law

in a new historical era. Traditional notions of sovereignty

and independence are nos¡ under review. I n the future ,

increased dependence on MNE activities in outer space will

1ikely have a significant impact on international relations.
These implications however, cannot be detected at this time

without further evaluation of of contemporary outer space

activities.

4 s Barry Cooper, The Edqe of History An Heqelian
Interpretation (Toronto, Ont. : University of Toronto
Press , 1984). Cooper a comprehensive discussion and
definition of the modern state as an example of the way
the world of international relations has begun to be
altered by a new political paradigm. He also reminds
political analysts in international rel-ations that the
United Nation's Charter openly declares that it must
appeal to the "peace loving nations" of the world and in
doing so it also restates the Moscow declaration of 30
October 1943. 296-297 .

46 E. Miles, "Transnationalism in Space: Inner and Outer,
International Oroanizations 25 (3) (Summer, 1971),
602-625.
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In attempting to outline the direction of state

activities leading to the development of an outer space

regime, the critical-realist theory, has developed a

reasonably coherent argument regarding the future of

international rel-ations and faw. a7 It is however, painfully

obvious that more theoretical work is necessary in this
area. The fuLure outer space order will like1y be the place

where not only states have the expertise and, the legitimate
right to determining the ne$r framework for international
outer space relations. I t i s not the outer space

environment, t.heref ore, oE the activities of states

themselves that have been responsible for the evolution of

international relations. A combination of new players and

nevr territory has enabled the MNE to expand with abilities
far greater than a majority of developing states which are

signatories to the Outer Space Treaty. The concern for
making outer space available to all humans has meant that
particularist ideologic conflicts between states have

virtually been reduced to economic competition.aB

47 Gi 11 ian Rose, Dialect ic of Nihi I i sm: Post-structural i sm
and Law (¡¡ew York, N.Y. : Basil Blackwell, 1984 ) " Rose
does not directly address the complex questions
pertaining to the formulation of outer space law,
however, an argument for analyzing the foundational
principles of international treaties is incorporated into
a discussion of the structure and meaning of law.

48 Jurgan Habermas Communication Evolution and Societv
trans. Thomas McCarthy (goston: Beacon Press 1976) 

"
Habermas has also argued that the modern state emerged as
a system of states that is defined by relation to the
sovereignty of other states. Despite state powers being
dependent upon general reciprocal recognition and a
international economic environment, War stilI remains a
quasi-natural form of accepted behaviour. 178-205.
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In the new era of space relations, the elements of

internationalism and the traditional interdependent state

system have changed because of initiatives in the United

Nations and the actions of the multinational enterprise.

Progressive refinements in technology have increased the

level of sophistication in man's struggle to dominate nature

and scientific reason has begun to replace human intuition
in the struggle to dominate nature" The most important

aspect of technology, as far as the present topic is

concerned is the organizational question rather than one of

simple hardware. 4 e

Technology is a tool for creating a new ouLer space

regime, but in addition to being an organizational tool,
technology is not simply neutral for it challenges nature to

supply necessary resources that may then be transferred,

stored or switched about. The essence of modern technology

proposes that nature in reality is a standing reserve to be

used for completing a stage of production and nothing

e1se.5o Although the thoughts and political articulations of

4s A more comprehensive discussion of this complex question
is offered in Jacques 81Iul's The Technoloqical Societv.
According to ElluI technology or 'technique' is the
"totality of methods rationally arrived at and having
absolute efficiency (for a given stage of development) in
every field of human acÈivity (especially science) no
Ionger has a common measure with that of the past, is the
princ iple presupposition of the new era of space
politics. According to Martin Heidegger's Àn
Introduction to Metaphvsics 'techne' is an act of
creating or producing by the initial and persistent
looking out beyond what is given at the time. 158-165.

s0 Cooper. Realist theories of international relations are
challenged for these theories indicate that establishing
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behaviour becomes dependent

established gIobally" u t

4"5 TNTERIiIATIONAL LAW AND SCIENCE

The least conspicuous issue surrounding the

development of outer space vlas the influence of scientific
and technological innovation on foreign policy. Complex

Íssues arising from the development of outer space had

expanded policy-maker's concerns to include the negotiation

of cooperative scientific-technological agreements between

the Unir-ed States and Soviet Union. s 2 Àlthough the

scientific community could not sway Washington's concern for

national security, the integrity of numerous exchange

programs vrere responsible for changing the face of East-West

relat ions. The f i rst Cultural Exchange agreement was

introduced in 1 958 , foll-owed the next year by an

inter-academy agreement which was Lo survive until 1980.s3

an international outer space regime is a way of creating
a new frontier that r+il1 be useful as a 'standing
reserve' when necessary. 319.

William Barrett, The I llusion of Technique (¡¡ew York:
Basic Books, 1972). Barrett has argued that technology
has created one world out of our planet. For the f irst
time, all States have begun to recognize the value of a
modern technology that eliminates the abstractions of the
past, by making the philosophy of the present an actual
and pressing reality. 179.

The motivation for these agreements could have been
two-foId: either they were attempting to reduce rising
tensions, or they were reacting to the call for a general
sharing of outer space resources.

s3 Linda, L. Lubrano, "The Political Web of Scientific
Cooperation Between the USÀ and the USSR," ed. Nish

51

52
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Outer Space Law, unlike International Law in general,

was not simply the product of traditions or customary

behaviour. Instead it was prescriptive and often produced

with the assistance of policies advocating a reactive

decision-making approach. sa Planetary physics, geosciences,

atmospheric sciences, and environmental concerns have become

primary agents for influencing human perceptions of the

universe" These forces of nature generally have no place j.n

the international political arena, however expanding

scientific knowledge of outer space has indirectly begun to

influence political decision-making. uu

Outer space 1aw, international politics, and the

introduction of scientific reason/technological necessity,

therefore represents a new stage in the evolut ion of

political relations between states. Physics and

technological innovation have represented the relationship
between man and nature as a matter of necessity. In turn,
the society of researchers have begun to use scientific
knowledge as the foundation of logic that enables science to

dominate nature. These men of scientific realism have begun

Jamgotch JF., Survival and Sectors of Mutua1 Benefit in
US-USSR Relations (Ðurham: Duke University Press, 1985),
53-81.

Raymond Garthoff, "Banning the Bomb in Outer Space, "
International Security 5r no. 3 (vüinter 1980-81): 24-40.

Roy Gibson, "Political Àspects of Future Space
Activitiêsr" Space Activities and Implications: Where
From and Where to at the Threshold of the 80's, Symposium
o-ctober 1fl -l g8o-GontreaFæ. , -l"rcffi-univãrsityPress, 1981).

54
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influence political

decisions, particularly with regards to the development of

outer space poticy. s 6 Astropolitics as a new political
paradigm represents a novel stage of international political
relations which has evolved from the introduction of

scientific reason, technological necessity, international
competition and national security concerns. The potential
effect of an emerging globalist paradigm in the future, will
be decided by policy-makers concerned with expanding state

activities and increased national security requirements

which call for military competence in outer space.sT

s6 An analysis of outer space law and international
political relations is in itself a political act, for it
is an attempt to define the parameters in which action
can be taken Iegitimately. The first step towards
ascribing contextual meaning Lo international outer space
politics is to describe how scienLific research and
technological innovation have been incorporated into
international treaties. It is then necessary to outline
how these treaties are used by states to ensure access to
the outer space environment. Astro-political thought is
also at the primary stage of political reality, for it is
at the stage of immediacy, between the theorl' of. what
ought to be and the reality of what is to be. Similar1y,
the making of international space law can be understood
as an act of establishing J-inkages between the ideals of
the future and the real politics of the post-historical
êrã

57 Delbert Smith, Space Stations International Law and
Policy (Boulder Colorado: t{estview Press, 1979).
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&"6 PROSPECTS FOR THE FTTTI¡RE

An outer space regime is produced because of the continual

domination of nature and the international political system.

National- security and in particular, the fear of total
globaI conflict in the event of a nuclear war, has

necessitated the development of a foundational treaty on

space activities. I n the mak ing of human hi story ,

international space law attempts to substantize a rational
set of laws that are in essence universalized throughout the

planet. The leading space povrers formulate the rules of

behaviour and while protecting their ovün national interests,
coerce other states in the world to join the new outer space

reglme. International outer space law creates an

environment which assumes that compliance is the most

efficient means of ensuring 'international peace'. Às the

new outer space regime becomes dependent upon newer more

sophisticated technological methods, states in opposition to

such a developrnent of society are isolated as 'backward' and

incapable of understanding the worl-d as it really is.

Comprehending the foundational principles determining

outer space law is central to any strategic analysis of

political relations between United States and the Soviet

Union. The significance of their outer space programs has

not been adequately developed by strategic analysts

attempting to identify the strategic history surrounding

programs dedicated to ensuring the national security of
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states during the last thirty years. On the other hand,

1ega1 arguments suggest that critical definitions have been

omitted by those responsible for the formulation of the 1967

Outer Space Treaty and that many articles are themselves not

fulJ-y explanatory. Issues such as delimitation of outer

space, the meaning of "the common heritage of mankind", the

definition of "exclusively for peaceful purposes", dispute

resolution clauses, and the binding nature of the principles
treaty itself, have not been reso1ved.5s In response to
international- legaI theorists, strategic analysts have

argued that international lar+ has no effective meaning

because of its inability Lo enforce its rulings.

Àn inability to establish common definitions
regarding various aspects of space activity has aIso,

created a void between what can be considered sovereign

rights and those activities prohibited in space. Às Carl

Christol has argued that the result is; "space law, Iike
international 1aw, has gone forward on the premise that

conduct is presumed to be lawful in the absence of any firm
mechanism of prohibitions,"5e Support i ng Professor

Christol's conclusion, American policy-makers have responded

that without any legal mechanism of enforcement for
resolving the variations of interpretation, space law

58 Karl-Heinz Bocksteigel
in the Law of Outer
VI I I (Montreal, P.Q. :

305-320.

ss Carl Q" Christol, 60.

, "Prospects of Future Development
Space , " Ànnals of Ài r 5, Space Lav¡

McGi1l University Press, 1983),
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ofremains for most purposes an ineffectual collection
loosely def ined documentation. 6o

By briefly evaluating the theoretical questions

arising from scientific/technological innovations ano the

political-/strategic imptications this thesis has identified
the political ramifications of American and Soviet

competition to establish a significant presence in an outer

space.6 1 Scientific research, technotogical innovation and

international politics therefore, have a critical place in
the establishment of an outer space environment.

This analysis has attempted

of policy concerns related to

activities during the CoId War era

thesis has argued that states in

to provide e description
the development of space

. More specifically, this
the United Nations have

60 This descriptive method of attempting to focus on how the
making of a treaty on Outer Space affects the formulation
of a new political strategy, to a great extent, has
arisen from the logic of the phenomenology of technology.
This methodology has evolved in the philosophical
writings of Hegel, Schopenhauer, Husserl, Lenin, Sartre,
Kojeve, E1Iul and Habermas. In essence, this thesis has
offered a complex synthesis of universal and particular
variables interacting in today's global political system.
Unfortunately r âDy attempt to focus on the various
indi vidual wr i t ings of these schol-ars would detract our
energies from the initial intention of this work; to
provide a detailed account of the negotiations between
the major space powers and the interests that each sought
to protect.

Parrot, Bruce Politics and Technoloqv in the Soviet Union
(Cambridge, MIT Pressr1985). Parrot has argued that the
Soviets are attempting to expand their knowledge of
science thereby improving their technological expert.ise.
Parrot also argues that the launching of Sputnik released
a wave of American apprehension leading to a CoId War
struggle in technological development. 1-17.

61
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atternp+-ed to formulate an outer space agreement that

restricts military activities, ensures sovereign rights, as

well es the right of exploitat ion through use or

appropriation, assumes responsibility for international
organizations and encourages exploration of the universe.

Issues of space policy formulation cannot be adequately

understood, until the globa1 implications of outer space

politics are fully assessed. By suggesting thaL only the

tvlo superpowers were the princ ipl-e actors involved in

determining the direction of international space policy this
thesis has omitted the responses enunciated by the

developing space povrers. 6 2

Space technology and international law have a

necessary role in the evolution of international relations
in general, and strategic space policy in particular" By

arousing a sense that an advancing era of exploration will
be less volatile by the formulation of rules of behaviour a

priori, it is hoped that states of the world will be more

willing to cooperate with each other, thereby reducing the

possibility of War as a legitimate act of sovereign

statehood.63 Àn arms control agreement therefore, has more

62 Fundamental differences between the North and South over
questions such as sovereigntyr Fêsource exploitation and
interpretation of the Àrticles in the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty, are clearly evident, however more research is
requ i red . Ànother question not addressed is the
implications of an international satellite monitoring
agency (rSue) proposed in recent years, and which has
grown in scope to become a serious policy question.
Unfortunately, these questions and related concerns will
have to be addressed in a later work.
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than an immediat.ely apparent value for international peace.

Such an agreement has been evolving since the Limited Test

Ban Treaty, and has grown with the creation of the 1967

Outer Space Treaty, the ABM Treaty, SÀLT I and SALT I I .

Though the effectiveness of international agreements are

constantly being scrutinized, one thing is certain, the

ensuing era of space politics will surely require another

treaty in the near future, if humans are to continue

developing the space f ront ier . 6 a I f states therefore, have

the right. to claim territorial jurisdiction of regions in

suborbital space as a legit imate exerc ise of sovereign

rights, they must do so with discretion so as to avoid the

threat of interference and the consequent damaging conflicts
that often follow such actions.

63 In "Space is not a Sanctuary," Gray also warns that
"...it is critically important that US policy-makers and
policy commentators disabuse themselves of the notion
that outer space will be or can be, a'sanctuary'. In
the event of a general war, the super-povrers will fight
in and for the control of space as they will f ight for
everywhere else, though this judgernent may not apply in
the event of more limited-superpoh'er conflict. 203.

64 Essentialty, political scientists have attempted to gain
ins ight into astro-pol it ical theory by ident i fying
problem areas that arise from studying specific
statements, put forward by policy-makers during
negotiations concerning the formulation of an outer space
treaty. The symptoms of an event therefore, begin with a
conscious presupposition that public statements, such as
United Nations resolut ions, treaties and executive
statements most effectively define the constitution of a
situation. This attempt at identification also implies
that an axiology in principle assumes the existence of
some criteria that can be used explain the existence of
some identifiable political system. Simply, the
accepLance of some criteria and rejection of other
materials in effect, supports the conclusion that there
is a method of inquiry capable of distinguishing the real
from the unreal.
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I nternational laws cannot be impl ied by the

presuppos i t i on that what i s good for one state must

necessar i Iy be good for another. 6 s Every state var ies in

relative power and in its ability to utilize its available

forces to formulate policies that shape history"
International space law takes on a special sense of meaning

in contemporary internat ional relat ions , for it i s now

utilized by states as they attempt to reshape the thoughts

and behaviour of other states. As long as the weaker states

continue to realize that their efforts toward sharing the

I imi ted resources ava i labIe , are being undermined

constantly, by more pohterful nations there will be a

movement toward establishing a world order that recognizes

the futility of such behaviour for the long term benefits of

mankind. Not only are the differences in relative strength

important, but it must also be remembered that space science

and technological innovation cannot be overlooked when

negotiating any space arms control agreements.6u By applying

the tradition of international law to the advancement of

6s Paris Àrnopolous, "A Situation Study of the
Orbital-spectrum Issue (t'todeI and Àpplication) , " Anna'þ
of Air & Space Law VITI, (1982') . Àrnopolous provide a
situation study synopsis table which attempts to improve
the policy-making process, by developing a methodological
procedure to systematically understand problems arising
from conf lict-resolution. 287-303.

66 Gerald Steinberg, Satellite Reconnaissance - The role of
Iof ormaj Ferqain!!_g. (New York, N. Y: Praeger Publishers,
î98Ð--iñ expralñTng the implications oi arms control
negotiations Steinberg has likewise argued thaL the
successful resolution of conflict in the case of space
reconnaissance should be compared with the failure of
most other efforts to ameliorate international conflict
or limits. 94.
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space technology, the space active states remain in

possession of a more sophisticated technology r^¡hich enables

them to set out a new international foundat ion.

International agreements are now perceived as an indication

of correct rules of behaviour. States unwilling or unable

to commit themselves to the new technological order are

systematically categor izeð as radical extremist, or

barbarians devoid of higher intellectual understanding of

the new global realities.

Multinational corporations and non-governmental-

organizaLions have been content to support a state funded

venture into space" Às long a politics does not affect
their economic growth, it is also tikely that few proposals

for change in the international system will be forthcoming.

Development of a space technoLogy as a sophisticated method

for exploration of the universe, however, has extended the

reaches of pol i t ical power relat ions . The new era of

expanding space exploration and the increasing threat of a

global space vrar has left international politics dependent

upon the necessity of law for an articulate explanation of

priorities in an increasingly cornplex worId.

Unlimited technical progress, especially in the area

of outer space exploration and exploitation has become an

indispensable goal of the outer space regime. The extension

of state activities into outer space likewise substantiates

universalist technoiogical goaIs, thereby producing a
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homogeneous society of nations which are forced to coexist.
An extremely diverse set of factors contributes to the

development of an international outer space regime. While

the 1967 Outer Space Treaty has set out the foundational

principles to create such a regime national competition,

national security and national- pride have emerged as the

principle motivators encouraging the development of an outer

space regime. Considerations of economic and soc iaI
payoffs, scientific research and the challenge of space

exploration have also contributed to supporting the

substantial investments states have made to their
programmes. sT

An analysis of the foundational principles of the

Outer Space Treaty has shown that traditional political
concerns and contemporary space activities have created a

linkage between international lav¡, international relations
and domestic political reality. Àn evaluation of the

negotiation process responsible for formulating the Outer

Space treaty has also shown that states capable of launching

vehicles into space were the principle beneficiaries, while

states without launch capabilities received tacit prornises

to ensure future access.

At the beginning of the space â9e, innovations in
rocket technology encouraged states to expand international
efforts to enhance security particularly within the context

67 Logsdon , 405.
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wirh rhe

establishment of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, â11- states in

the United Nations had an opportunity to articulate concerns

pertaining to the sharing of space resources, limiting
military activities and the

international outer space regime"

establ i shment of an

Phrases such as the

"common heritage of all mankind" and the use of space for

"peaceful purposes on1y" became the foundational principles

integral to the development of the international outer space

regime. The 1967 Outer Space Treaty has emerged from these

negotiations to establish. the priorities necessary for an

integrated space plan that will create a ner.r generation of

space politics.

In the mind of the traditional political theorist,
outer space offers material rewards and a strategic
advantage which must be evaluated on strict pragmatic

grounds. The idealist, oD the other hand views the

exploration of the universe as the first necessary step for

humankind which must be pursued for scientific purposes.

Pragmatists have insisted upon securing access to

extra-terrestrial resources which wil-l support national

interests and national security priorities, while idealists
have argued that resources in outer space must be shared by

aII states through international cooperative efforts to

ensure peace" Thus, the future pursuit of technological

superiority in outer space has begun to divide the
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doing sotraditional
create a new

international relations paradigm and

realm of astro-political reality"
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